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Assessment Criteria 

To avoid damage to designated sites and species (including UK and Local BAP Priority Habitat and 
Species) and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity across the District

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it conserve and enhance internationally 
nationally important wildlife sites? 

Development site is more than 1km from nearest statutory Wildlife Site or National Nature 
Reserve and not within the catchment of the River Mease SAC catchment 
Development site within 1km of statutory site, National Nature Reserve or within the River 
Mease Catchment. 
Development site is immediately adjacent to or contains a statutorily protected wildlife site or 
would be served by waste water treatment works in the Mease Catchment 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it conserve and enhance locally important 
(non-statutory wildlife sites)?  

Development site is more than 300m from nearest non statutory wildlife site or Local Nature 
Reserve 

Development site is located within 300m of a County Wildlife Site or Local Nature Reserve 

Development site is immediately adjacent to, contains a local wildlife site or Local Nature 
Reserve 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Could development affect protected species 
or BAP priority species?i 

Development site is more than 100m from nearest historic protected species recordings or 
BAP species recordings 
Development site is located within 100m of nearest protected species recordings or BAP 
species recordings 

Historic evidence of protected species or BAP priority species within the site 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it provide tree planting or other habitat 
creation on site including National Forest 
Planting (where relevant)?ii  

Yes document evidence 

Unknown – explain uncertainty 

No document evidence 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it protect sites of geological importance? 

Development site would not affect any designated Regionally Important Geological Sites 

Development site could lead to the partial loss of a Regionally Important Geological Sites but 
would not affect the overall integrity of the site 
Development site could lead to the loss of a Regionally Important Geological Sites  or would 
affect the integrity of the site 

To provide decent and affordable homes that meet local needs

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the number of households 
waiting for accommodation?* 

Development would make a significant contribution towards delivering affordable housing to 
meet local and district wide needs.   
Development will make an uncertain contribution towards delivering affordable housing to 
meet local and district wide needs.  
Development would make no contribution towards delivering affordable housing to meet 
local and district wide needs. 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it increase the range and affordability of 
housing for all social groups? 

Development will deliver a mix of housing types and tenures to meet locally identified needs 

Development has potential to deliver a mix of housing types and tenures to meet locally 
identified needs 
Development is unlikely to deliver a mix of housing types and tenures to meet local needs 
(state reason for poor performance where viable – viability, developer preference etc.) 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it improve the suitability of new homes for 
older and/disabled groups?* 

Development will make a significant contribution towards meeting the needs of older or 
disabled groups (for example by including homes specifically to address the needs of these 
groups) 
Development would make an uncertain contribution towards meeting the needs of older or 
disabled groups (No information held) 
Development would make no contribution towards meeting the needs of older or disabled 
groups beyond minimum requirements in building regulations  



Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it provide sufficient housing to meet 
existing and future need?iii 

Development  would make a significant contribution towards meeting housing need within 
the plan period 
Development would make an uncertain contribution towards housing delivery within the plan 
period 
Development would make no contribution towards meeting housing need, or hinder housing 
delivery within the plan period.  

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or empty 
homes?* 

Development  would make a significant contribution towards reducing the number of unfit or 
empty properties 
Development would have an uncertain contribution towards reducing the number of unfit or 
empty properties 
Development would make no contribution of towards reducing the number of unfit or empty 
properties, or could increase the number of unfit or empty homes.   

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it meet the needs of gypsies or travelling 
show people? 

Development will deliver additional pitches or sites which could help meet the needs of 
gypsies or travelling show people.  
Development will make an uncertain contribution towards delivering additional pitches or 
sites for gypsies or travelling show people.  
Development would make no contribution of towards delivering additional pitches or sites, or 
lead to the loss of sites for gypsies or travelling show people. 

To improve the health and wellbeing of the population 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

To improve the health and wellbeing of the 
population? 

Development would improve access to or deliver new formal and informal open space and/or 
local sports provision (note any circumstances where quantitative losses could occur but are 
offset by qualitative improvements) 
Development has potential to deliver improvements to open space and/or local sports 
provision within 1200m of the site (note any potential for quantitative losses as a result of 
development) 
Development will make no contribution to sports or open space provision within 1200m of 
the site. (note any circumstances  where losses could occur) 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it improve accessibility to healthcare for 
existing residents and provide additional 
facilities for new residents? 

Development will contribute to the delivery of new healthcare facilities within 1.2km of the 
site, or will support the expansion of facilities within  1.2km of the site (Note distance) 
Development will contribute to the delivery of new healthcare facilities within 3km of the 
development site, or will support the expansion of facilities within 3km of the site (Note 
distance) 
Development will make no contribution towards the provision of, or expansion of existing 
facilities within 3km of the site. (note distance) 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it promote healthy lifestyles?iv 

Development will be within walking distance (800m) of key services including 
town/village/local centre, school* and sports pitch. 
Development will be within 1200m of key services including town/village/local centre, school* 
and sports pitch. 
Development will be in excess of 1200m of key services including town/village/local centre, 
school* and sports pitch. 

To improve community safety and reduce crime and fear of crime

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce crime or fear of crime? 

Will development of the site deliver tangible benefits in respect of reducing crime and fear of 
crime (explain why this effect is assigned) 
The development of the site would have an uncertain impact in respect of crime and fear of 
crime (and would be largely determined by the detailed design and layout of development 
schemes) 
The development of the site is likely to have no impact (or could deliver negative effects) in 
respect of reducing crime and fear of crime (explain why this effect assigned) 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the number of people involved in 
accidents 

The development of the site will deliver tangible benefits in respect of reducing accidents or 
improving safety within or around the site (explain why this effect is assigned) 
The development of the site would have an uncertain impact in respect of reducing 
accidents or improving safety within or around the site (and would be largely determined by 
the detailed design and layout of development schemes) 
The development of the site is likely to have no impact (or could deliver negative effects) in 
respect of reducing accidents or improving safety within or around the site (explain why this 
effect assigned) 



To improve educational achievement and improve the district’s skills base 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it improve educational achievement 
amongst young people?* 

Development contribute to the delivery of new primary and secondary education provision in 
a timely fashion to meet the likely needs of new development as it arises 
Development will deliver new primary of secondary education facilities, but could lead to 
existing facilities operating beyond their capacity in the early phases of growth.  
Development will not, or cannot adequately address development needs in respect of 
primary and secondary education provision.  

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the number of working age 
residents who have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

Development could make a notable contribution towards reducing the number of people with 
no or lower level qualifications (Explain why this effect is assigned) 

Development would have an uncertain effect  (Explain why this effect is assigned) 

Development would have no or negative effects against this objective.  (Explain why this 
effect is assigned) 

To promote social inclusion and reduce inequalities associated with deprivation across the district. 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it narrow the inequality gap between the 
richest and poorest in the district?v 

Development will make a significant contributions to reducing inequalities  for example by 
increasing affordable housing locally or by delivering economic growth or new health or 
social infrastructure in areas identified as having high levels of deprivation).  (Explain why 
this effect is assigned).   

Development would have an uncertain effect  (Explain why this effect is assigned) 

Development will have no effect or will lead to increasing inequalities, for example by leading 
to the loss of affordable housing locally or existing businesses, or the loss or closure of 
health or social infrastructure in areas identified as having high levels of deprivation).  
(Explain why this effect is assigned) 

To improve local accessibility to healthcare, education and employment, food shopping facilities and 
recreation resources (including open space and sports facilities) and promote and sustainable travel or 
non travel choices.  

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it make access easier for those 
households who do not have a car?vi 

Development will be located within 400m of an hourly or better bus route, or within 800m by 
a metalled footpath of an established or proposed local/village/town centre. (Note all) 
Development will be located within 800m of an hourly or better bus route or within 1.2km of 
an established or proposed local/village/town centre (by a metalled footpath).  (Note all) 
Development will be in excess of 800m from an hourly or better bus service, or more than 
1.2km from an established local/village or town centre (by metalled footpath). (Note all) 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it help deliver new or protect existing local 
services and facilities and promote the 
provision of new public transport provision? 

Development will deliver new local shops or community facilities accessible to new and 
future residents and/or will deliver improvements to public transport infrastructure (note any  
facilities/services) 
Development will help sustain existing local shops, community facilities or could support 
existing or improved public transport provision locally. (note potential service/facilities and 
why uncertainty exists).   
Development will have no or very limited effects on existing services and is not likely to 
deliver improvements to existing local services.   

To make best use of existing infrastructure and reduce the need to travel and increase opportunities for 
non car travel public transport and cycling) 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it help minimise the impact of traffic 
congestion on the strategic and local road 
network? 

Development provides opportunity to minimise congestion on the existing strategic and/or 
local proposed road network. 
Development would have an uncertain effect in respect of congestion on the strategic and/or 
local road network 
Development could lead to a worsening of existing congestion level on the strategic and/or 
local road network 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it increase the proportion of journeys 
using modes other than cars?vii 

The site is located within 400m of an existing or proposed bus route with hourly or better 
service, and provides opportunity to connect to existing off road cycle routes.   
The site is located within 800m of an existing or proposed bus route with hourly or better 
service, and/or provides opportunity to connect to existing off road cycle routes  
The site is located in excess of 800m of an existing or proposed bus route with hourly or 
better service, and provides no opportunity to connect to existing or proposed off road cycle 
provision.   



Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it make best use of other infrastructure 

Development can be delivered without the need for further strategic infrastructure delivery in 
respect of water supply, drainage or electricity supply.  
Development would have uncertain effects on existing infrastructure and could require some 
strategic infrastructure (depending on phasing or other development locally).   

Development will need to be supported by strategic infrastructure (Note all) 

In all case note expected superfast broadband rollout date based on Digital Derbyshire website: http://www.digitalderbyshire.org.uk/ 

To achieve stable and sustainable levels of economic growth and maintain competitiveness 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it encourage the creation of new 
businesses to grow? 

Development will support the delivery of new or improved business space or other economic 
development, both during construction and site operation.  
Development will support construction industry during site build out ,but will have limited or 
benefits following construction 

Development would lead to the loss of existing businesses space or employment land. 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce unemployment rates and 
disparities across the district?

Development will support the permanent creation of new businesses (and jobs) in areas well 
related to existing pockets of unemployment.   
Development may help support the creation of new businesses and jobs including on a 
temporary basis in areas well related to existing pockets of unemployment 

Development is unlikely to lead to the temporary or permanent creation of new jobs 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it improve average incomes in the 
District?

Development is likely to create jobs and support the delivery of new businesses operating in 
higher value sectors 
It is uncertain whether development will make any notable contribution in improving average 
incomes.  
Development is unlikely t to have any effects on average incomes or could negatively affect 
the delivery of new jobs or employment space in higher value sectors.  

To diversify and strengthen local urban and rural economies 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it encourage economic diversification?

Development will make a significant and permanent contribution towards diversifying the 
South Derbyshire Economy1 
Development will make a significant, but temporary contribution towards diversifying the 
South Derbyshire Economy1 
Development will have no effect, or a negative effect in respect of encouraging economic 
diversification.   

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it ensure the provision of an adequate 
supply of employment land and protect 
existing viable employment sites

Development will contribute to the delivery of new employment land and will contribute to 
identified employment land needs within the plan period 
Development will have an uncertain impact in respect of meeting employment needs within 
the plan period 
Development will have no effect or potentially negative effect in respect of delivering 
adequate employment land within the plan period 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Development will help support and encourage 
the growth of the rural economyviii 

Development will deliver new employment land provision or support businesses  with the 
districts key service villages 
Development could help increase local residents within key villages which will indirectly 
support existing rural businesses.  

Development will have no or very limited effects on the districts rural economy 

1 NOMIS indicates that key sectors in the South Derbyshire economy are manufacturing (7,700 jobs), public admin, education and health 
(6000 jobs) and distribution hotels and restaurants (5,600).  Diversification of the economy in the context of this objective  is identified as 
supporting jobs in construction (2,000 jobs), transport and communications (1,700), Finance, IT and other business services (3,700), and 
Tourism (2,400 jobs) 

http://www.digitalderbyshire.org.uk/


To enhance the vitality and viability of existing town and village centres 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it improve existing shopping facilities?

Development will incorporate the delivery of further shops and retail services 

It is uncertain whether development will deliver further shops or retail facilities 

Development will not deliver further shopping facilities as part of any development scheme 

To improve the quality of new development and the existing built environment 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it improve the quality of new 
development?

Development will make a positive contribution towards improving the quality of the built 
environment in South Derbyshire (note how) 
Development will have an uncertain effect on the quality of built development within the 
district (explain why uncertainty exists) 
Development would make no, or have a negative impact on the quality of the built 
environment in South Derbyshire.  

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it provide potential to use locally available 
natural resources and materials?

Development could support the use of locally available materials including aggregate, stone, 
wood or manufactured materials such as bricks and tiles 
It is unclear whether site could support the use of locally available materials including 
aggregate, stone, wood or manufactured materials such as bricks and tiles 
There is little or no potential for development to support the use of locally available materials 
including aggregate, stone, wood or manufactured materials such as bricks and tiles 

To minimise waste and increase the reuse and recycling of waste materials 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it lead to the reduced consumption of 
materials?

Development will deliver reduced consumption of primary materials during construction by 
allowing the reuse of demolition waste on site 
Development has potential to deliver reduced consumption of primary materials during 
construction by allowing the reuse of demolition waste on site.  
Development has little or no potential to reduce consumption of materials onsite during site 
construction 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it increase waste recovery and recycling

Development will contribute towards the delivery of new waste recovery or recycling facilities 
such as ‘bring sites’ within the development scheme.   
Development could potentially contribute to the delivery of new waste recovery or recycling 
facilities on site but this is uncertain 
Development unlikely to support the delivery of new waste recovery or recycling facilities 
such as ‘bring sites’ within the development scheme.   

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the proportion of waste sent to 
landfill?

Development includes proposals to minimise waste going to landfill (for example through 
proposals to incorporate on site waste management such as composting, or through the 
provision of adequate storage to accommodate recycling bins and other non- black bin 
waste receptors.  (List measures) 
It is unclear whether development includes proposals  which could minimise  waste going to 
landfill (for example by providing space to store multiple bins for each dwelling or incorporate 
onsite management of waste materials) 
Development does not include any proposals to reduce waste sent to landfill (other than 
through meeting minimum space standards set out in H6 the building regulations) 

To promote the implementation of sustainable construction and sustainable use of natural resources. 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it promote the implementation of 
sustainable construction techniques?

Development will contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction techniques beyond 
minimum standards relevant to property type or use set out in building regulations and 
Schedule 3 of the Flood and Water Management Act 
It is currently uncertain whether development will contribute to the delivery of sustainable 
construction techniques beyond minimum standards relevant to property type or use set out 
in building regulations and Schedule 3 of the Flood and Water Management Act 
Development will meet the minimum standards applicable to specific property types or uses 
as set out in the building regulations and/or nationally described standards set (announced 
through the housing standards review). 



Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it help reduce the need for primary won 
minerals such as sand gravel?

There is known potential to recycle and reuse secondary aggregates such as demolition 
waste on site 
There are existing buildings or materials within the site which could be used as aggregate or 
engineering fill but it is unclear whether these could be reused in any proposed development 
scheme 
There is no potential to reuse demolition waste or other waste materials on site 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it help ensure water resources are used 
efficiently?

Development will incorporate water efficiency measures to supress water usage to 110/l/p/d 
or less for domestic dwellings 
It is uncertain whether developments will include water efficiency measures to deliver the 
water efficiency beyond that set out in part G of the building regulations.   
Development will meet minimum standards in respect of water efficiency as set out in part G 
of the building regulations (125l/p/d) for domestic dwellings.  

To reduce water, light, air and noise pollution 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce water pollution?

Development will contribute to water quality improvements within and close to the site 
(for example through the removal of culverts and naturalisation of watercourses, the 
inclusion of suds which discharge to ground or which polish surface water prior to discharge 
to local water courses) 
Development has potential to contribute towards water quality improvements (see measures 
above) although it is unclear whether any benefits will be delivered due to the lack of detail 
about the design of the scheme.  
Development will have no or a negative effect on local water quality (for example by 
overloading local sewer networks which are prone to overflow during extreme weather 
events or by increasing diffuse pollution in catchment failing to meet WFD or other identified 
targets (ie. River Mease)).  

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce light pollution

Development will have no discernible impact in respect of light pollution. 

Development could have some impact in respect of light pollution, but levels associated with 
development would be consistent with neighbouring land uses.  
Development could have a notable or significant impact in respect of light pollution due to 
the lack of existing light pollution locally or the duration, nature of use (i.e. 24 hour operation 
of a commercial site).   

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it improve air quality?

Development will have a positive impact on air quality (for example by reducing traffic 
pressure on existing areas which are known to fail minimum air quality standards or other 
sites with known issues (for example AQMAs in Derby or Burton or Clock Island in 
Woodville. (note any uncertainty that exists) 

Development is unlikely to have any notable effect on air quality or impacts are uncertain. 

Development has the potential to have a negative effects on air quality locally 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce noise pollution?

Development is likely contribute towards reducing noise pollution locally or could support a 
reduction in noise complaints (note how) 
Development is unlikely to have any notable impact in respect of noise pollution locally and 
is unlikely to affect the level of noise complaints. 
Development would lead to a general increase in noise pollution locally or would be likely to 
lead to an increase in the number of noise complaints 

To minimise the irreversible loss of undeveloped greenfield land 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the loss of agricultural land to 
new development?ix 

Development site s brownfield, or poorly restored and would not lead to the loss of 
productive agricultural land 
Development site is greenfield but is unlikely to comprise best and most versatile land (note 
ALC and indicative proportions) 
Development site is greenfield and comprise best and most versatile land (note ALC and 
indicative proportions) 



To reduce and manage flood risk and surface water runoff 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the impacts of flood risk?x 
Development will help reduce flood risk either on or off site (note how) 

Site will have no discernible positive or negative impact in respect of flood risk (note how) 

Site will have a negative effect on flood risk either on or off site (note how) 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the unmitigated release of 
surface water run off?xi 

Site will include a sustainable drainage system that mimics natural drainage and seeks to 
attenuate and release water on site 
Site includes an engineered drainage system that attenuates water on site and discharges it 
into watercourse or surface water drainage network at greenfield rates 
Development discharges to the combined sewer network 

To reduce and manage the impacts of climate change and the districts contribution towards the causes 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the causes of climate change?xii 

Site is located within 400m of access to an hourly or better bus or train service and within 
800m of an existing or proposed village or local centre and within 2km of a major 
employment area (greater than 10ha). 
Site is located within 800m of an hourly or better bus or train service and within 1.2km of  an 
existing or proposed village or local centre and within 4km of a major employment area 
(greater than 10ha) 
Site is located in excess of 800m of an hourly or better bus or train service and more than 
1.2km of  an existing or proposed village or local centre and more than 4km of a major 
employment area (greater than 10ha) 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it provide the opportunity for additional 
renewable energy generation in the district 

Development will deliver renewable energy capacity or distributed energy network as part of 
the proposal 
Development has the potential to deliver renewable energy capacity or distributed energy 
network as part of the proposal 
Development is unlikely to make any contribution towards the delivery of additional 
renewable energy capacity on site or towards the delivery of a distributed heat network. 

To protect and enhance the cultural, architectural and archaeological heritage of the district 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it protect and enhance the setting of 
historic, cultural, architectural and 
archaeological features in the district?

Development will protect cultural heritage features and their setting or deliver improvements 
to existing cultural and heritage features (explain why) 
It is unclear whether development could give rise to significant cultural or heritage impacts.  
(List any possible effects possible and why uncertainty arises) 
Development is likely to negatively affect existing cultural or heritage assets including HERS 
sites and/or listed buildings/Conservation Areas 
(explain why) 

To improve access to the cultural heritage of the District for enjoyment and educational purposes 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it improve access to the public and 
understanding of the districts historic and 
cultural features?

Development could contribute to improved access and or improved interpretation of historic 
or cultural features.  (Explain why) 

Development will have an unknown or uncertain impact.  (Explain why) 

Development could erode local access to or negatively impact the interpretation of historic or 
cultural features.  (Explain why) 

To conserve and enhance the districts landscape and townscape character 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it reduce the amount of derelict or 
degraded land within the district?

Site is wholly brownfield or degraded (including contaminated) land and/or listed on NLUD 

Site is a mix of brownfield and greenfield land (list proportions) 

Site is greenfield only. 



Criteria Scoring criteria 

Does it respect and protect landscape 
character?

Area is located in an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of 
multiple environment sensitivity (list any other sensitivities and whether affected site ‘score’) 
Area is located in an area of secondary importance according to the County Council’s Areas 
of multiple environment sensitivity (list any other sensitivities and whether affected site 
‘score’) 
Area is located in an area of primary importance according to the County Council’s Areas of 
multiple environment sensitivity (list any other sensitivities and whether affected site ‘score’) 

Criteria Scoring criteria 

Will it protect and create open spaces, 
landscape features, woodlands hedges and 
ponds?

Development will make a positive contribution towards the protection of existing landscape 
features and will contribute towards the delivery of new features (list how) 

Development will have an unknown or uncertain impact. 

Development will have a negative impact on existing landscape features which is unlikely to 
be fully offset by the delivery of new open space and planting.   

*Denotes a criteria which is not assessed in appraisals of employment land

i
Based on incomplete data will need updating.  

ii Where a site is located in the National Forest and meets the criteria to require tree planting/habitat creation it is assumed that development would deliver 
this. 
iii No Affordable housing provision is assumed on sites less than 15 dwellings and an uncertain effect on sites which the shlaa indicates could be around this 
threshold.  
iv Scored according to the worst facility
v Benefits on non-strategic maps are likely to relate mostly to housing so those sites most likely to provide affordable housing will score more favourably  
vi
 Score based on proximity to bus routes or town/district/local centre 

vii This criterion requires both infrastructure types to be present. Without connectivity to a cycle path sites will not score greater than Amber.  
viii It is assumed that non-strategic sites on the edge of urban areas (i.e. Derby and Swadlincote) will not ordinarily contribute towards rural diversification 
ix There is a lack of data on grade 3 agricultural land for some sites.  Where grade 3 land is undifferentiated a precautionary approach has been adopted in 
determining whether land is best and most versatile. 
x It is assumed that most sites will not have any likely effect in respect of this issue (particularly in respect of surface water runoff) unless specific evidence 
exists to indicate an improvement/deterioration in the level of risk.  Scores will need to be further reviewed through the SA to sequentially test sites in 
accordance with national planning guidance. 
xi It is assumed that all development on greenfield rates will need to conform with Policy in the Local Plan Part 1 to retain runoff at greenfield levels 
xii Scored according to the worst performing criteria. 
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The site assessments include sites with planning permission where they were not 

under construction as at April 2016.  A review of the sites will take place again before 

the pre-submission version of the Local Plan Part 2 is drawn together. 
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SWADLINCOTE 

INCLUDING WOODVILLE 



S0007: Land east of Midway, Swadlincote 
Description: 
 
The site is located within Swadlincote and is 0.5km from 
Swadlincote Town Centre. 
 
The site is greenfield (restored land) and is heavily wooded 
and overgrown. It extends some 0.79ha, is currently in single 
ownership and there is no developer interest in the site.  
 
 

 

 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - County Wildlife Site SD377 Midway Clay Site covers the site. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no records of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site masterplan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.  
- However 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National 

Forest location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site.  

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 
- Due to the size of the site, development would make an uncertain contribution towards the delivery of 

affordable housing. However the SHLAA suggestion form states that the land owners would like to 
develop affordable housing on the site. 

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- The SHLAA suggestion form states that the land owners would like to develop affordable housing on the 

site. No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of housing types on the site, although given 
the local plan requirements development would be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on 
site and within 1200m of the site, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- Development would make contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities within 
1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is heartwood Medical Practice is 0.8km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? - The site is located within 800m of Swadlincote Town Centre, a sports pitch, a Primary School. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of the 
development.  

- There are no identified impacts from site in respect of this issue.  
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - Impacts are uncertain. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

- The nearest Primary School is Belmont Primary School, which is nearing capacity with 416 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 436 pupils. 

- The nearest Secondary School is Pingle School which has some capacity with 1045 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 1376 pupils.  

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

- Due to the size of the site, development would make an uncertain contribution to the delivery of affordable 
housing. However the SHLAA suggestion form states that the land owners would like to see affordable 
housing on the site.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site would be within 400m of an hourly bus service to Burton, Ashby, Coalville and Leicestershire. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Midway Road.  

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 
provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services and facilities has been provided in respect of this site by 
promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- It is unlikely that development on this scale would have a significant impact on highway congestion given 
its scale 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- Site will be within 400m of a bus route 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Midway Road. 
- There are no off-road cycle routes adjacent to this site  

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Development of this site would be served by WWTW which is nearing capacity 
- There are no known electricity or water supply constraints. 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out. 

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is restored greenfield land and will not regenerate the existing built up area. 
- The contribution the site could make in respect of urban design is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and constriction put forward by developers. No information regarding these sites has been 
put forward by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during construction phase 
- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 

operation phases of development 
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 
bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 
part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design. 
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts re unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area.  

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to a slight temporary increase in noise levels locally during site 
development, although post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 

- Site is greenfield, however does not comprise agricultural land.  -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  - Site lies within Flood zone 1 

- The eastern part of the lies within an area of less and intermediate susceptibility to surface water flooding. 
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  - New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 

greenfield levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Primary school provision, Swadlincote Town Centre and sports pitch are all within 800m. The site is within 
400m of an hourly bus service.  

- The nearest major employment site is within 2 km at Kiln Way/Pool Street 
- The is located 1.5km from Granville Sports College and 1.3km from a supermarket.  

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.   

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- The site would be unlikely to affect the setting of any nearby listed buildings and Swadlincote Town 

Centre Conservation Area 
- No HERS sites are located within the site. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is restored greenfield land.  
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 
- Site is located within the an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of Multiple 

Environmental Sensitivity 
- There is a cutting on the eastern end of the site that would require filling and the bridge removing.  
- TPO215 covers the whole site. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 

- The site is contained by existing development to the north, east and west and part of the southern 
boundary. 

- The site contains a County Wildlife Site. 
- TPO215 covers the whole site.   
- Uncertain effect identifies due to lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout.  

Version 1a 
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S0064  Land East of A511, Burton Road, Midway 
 
Description: 
This is a small site broad triangular site which wraps around 
the Midway Farm.  It is bounded by the A511 and residential 
properties to the west whilst to the north and south it is 
surrounded by agricultural land.   
 
The site extends 6.68ha.  The site is in single ownership and 
there is a high level of developer interest in the site.  
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Sites are not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - There is a non-statutory wildlife sites within 200m of this site  (SD342) Hoofies Wood 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 300m. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held.  The developer has not provided the council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting  
- However 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National 

Forest Location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There is no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will likely to deliver a range of house sizes. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disable 
people.  No information is currently held.  

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Sites are urban extension and will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - No, site would be an urban extension and would be very unlikely to includes provision for travelling 

communities 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could deliver new open and recreational space on site, including National Forest planting.   

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - Existing healthcare facilities are located within 1500m of the existing surgery in Newhall  
- Development could help fund improvements to local medical facilities.  

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - Site is located within 800m of local recreation provision and primary school, and within 1500m of 

Swadlincote town centre and within 1500m of Newhall local centre. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime  - There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue 

- Would be largely determined by design and layout of any site - Ensure that 
development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 

Will it reduce the number of 
people involved in accidents  - Development would have an uncertain effect in respect of dealing with safety issues around the site 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary schools is Pingle which has some spare capacity with 1045 pupils attending the 

school with a capacity of 1376. 
- The nearest primary school is Springfield Junior School which has some spare capacity with 179 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 288 pupils.  

- Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure 
development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites of over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA 
prepared by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. However the 
impact on viability of the gradient across the site would need further assessment.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 

- The site is adjacent to the main urban area of Swadlincote  
- The nearest local centre is 1500m (Newhall) and Swadlincote town centre is also 1500m away. Bus stops 

are located just outside the site on Burton Road (within 400m) Road and are served by a twice hourly bus 
service to Swadlincote and Burton. (no.21) 

- There are some local facilities (including convenience and other shops, outdoor sports provision and  
health centre within 1500m) 

- Secondary school provision  would be within 2km of the site 
- The nearest major employment opportunity is at Bretby Business Park less than 2km from the site.  

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. Will it help deliver new or 

protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 - Strategic growth could support the provision of new education, open space and sports provision and 
would support existing health care provision and shops in Newhall.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - Development would have an uncertain impact in respect on traffic congestion locally including on the 
A511.   

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 - There is a twice hourly bus service between Swadlincote and Burton Serving this area,  
- Off road cycling provision in this area is undeveloped.  

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Site is likely to be served by Claymills or Stanton WWTW.  Both have got capacity to accommodate 
limited growth 

- It is unclear whether capacity improvements would be required within the sewerage network around 
Midway/Newhall 

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out. 

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth in this area is unlikely to have any discernible effect in respect of supporting the 
rural economy.   

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to 
facilities in Newhall 
and Swadlincote 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- Site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up areas  
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles.  

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during construction phase 
- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 

operation phases of development 
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is not known whether development will have a significant impact on local water quality.  
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Surface and Ground Water 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and occupation but 

this would be consistent with adjacent land uses. 

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area 

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 
- Site is greenfield  
- Based on agricultural land classification maps held by the Authority this site comprises Grade 3 land.  It is 

unclear whether this could comprise  Best and Most Versatile land and as such a precautionary approach 
has been taken and it is assumed that some land would be grade  3a.  

-  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  - Site is located within floodzone 1 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding. 
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield levels.  In the absence of any drainage strategy or master plan for the site an engineered 
SUDS solution is assumed.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- The site is more than 1.2km from Swadlincote town centre and Newhall local centre.  
- The site is well related to an hourly bus service (bus stops within 400m) and 
- Strategic employment is located within 2km at Bretby Business Park.  

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.   

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- Development is likely to affect the setting of Midway Farm (listed building) and Bretby Historic Park and 

Garden (within 100m of the site).  
- No HERS within site area 
- It is unclear whether there is potential for in ground archaeology in this area.  

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 
- New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 

cultural ad leisure resource within the District.  
- No masterplan design information included on connectivity of this site and wider area.  

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.   

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 
- Area is located in an area of higher sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of multiple    

 environment sensitivity 
Site sits in an elevated (prominent position) and would be prominent in the local landscape including from 
Bretby Hall Historic Park and Garden to the north.  

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 

- Site is contained by existing development and road to the west 
- Significant woodland to the north and west of the site 
- There is a small block of woodland within the site as well as a pond, field trees and hedgerows around an 

number of field parcels  
- These features could help tie development  into wider landscape 

Version 1a 
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S0105: Land West of A444, Cadley Hill Swadlincote 
Description: 
 
The site lies on the opposite side of the A444 to the main built up 
area of Swadlincote.  Swadlincote town centre is 2.4 km to the north 
east. 
 
The site comprise agricultural land. It extends some 15.03ha and is 
currently in single ownership. There is medium developer interest. 
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is located within 1km of a statutory wildlife site, but this is in excess of 800m of the site and would not 
be affected by development.   

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - There are no local wildlife sites on either site, although Cadley Hill Railway Area (SD304) is located 
immediately to the north of the site.   

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are likely to be great crested newts in the local wildlife site (SD304) to the north.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 - The site is located in the National Forest and would be expected to contribute to National Forest Planting  

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - Site is not located within 1km of a Regionally important geological site 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Site would deliver informal open space provision on site, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - The site is located around 1.7km on foot from nearest doctors surgery which is located on Castleton Park 
and could help fund improvements to local medical facilities. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  

- Site is located within 1.7km of Castleton Park Local centre and 2.6km from Swadlincote Town Centre 
- Pennine way Primary School is 2.6km away on foot away. Sports pitch provision is located 1000m from 

the site 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  - There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue 

- Would be largely determined by design and layout of any site 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 

Will it reduce the number of 
people involved in accidents?  - Impacts are known  

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary school is Pingle School which has some spare capacity with 1045 pupils with a 

capacity of 1376 capacity.   
- Pennine Way Primary School is exceeding capacity with 333 pupils with a capacity of 324. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. 

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 
- The site would be within 400m of nearest bus stops the A444.  Buses run three times an hour to Burton 

and Swadlincote 
- There are no off-road cycle routes adjacent to this site.    

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - It is not known what impact development would have on the highway network. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 
- Site will be within 400m of a bus route  

Development could offer opportunities to strengthen local walking and cycling provision 
- Most services are beyond acceptable walking distances.   

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- It is unclear whether there is capacity in the local sewerage network to accommodate growth.   
- Superfast Broadband is available in this area.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could support the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and selling new 

homes during site build out.  Would have less significant benefits following site build out, although new 
residents would help to support local shops and services.   

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is unlikely to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  - This is a greenfield so it will not help regenerate existing built up areas, but could reinforce local design 

and character 
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during 
construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Surface and Ground Water 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and occupation but 

this would be consistent with surrounding land uses. 

Will it improve air quality  - It is unclear whether this site has potential for impacts associated with methane or other gas release 
associated with historic use of the site for waste disposal.  

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 
- Site is greenfield and in agricultural use.  
- Site is likely to be Grade 4 poor quality agricultural land.    -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  

- This site is almost entirely in Flood Zone 1, although a very small area at the northern edge lies within 
Flood Zones 3a and 2.  

- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site.  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield levels.  In the absence of any drainage strategy or master plan for the site an engineered 
SUDS solution is assumed.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Site is more than 1200m from Castleton Park local centre and Swadlincote town centre, within 400m of an 
hourly or better bus service and within 2km of a strategic employment site.   

- Site performance would be significantly improved if a local centre was accommodated on site.   

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.   

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings  

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- No architectural features have been identified within this area, which are likely to be affected by new 

development. 
- No HERs sites within development area 
- There is limited potential for below ground archaeology in this location 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 

- Site is located away from areas of primary and secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s 
Areas of Multiple Environmental Sensitivity 

- This site is located to the west of the A444 which forms the western extent of Swadlincote and lies beyond 
a minor ridgeline.  Development past this defensible boundary would represent a significant intrusion into 
the countryside. 

- Area is located in a natural dip which could reduce visual impacts of development in this area 
Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- Site to the north is a County Wildlife Site and recent site surveys indicate that it still meet the selection 

criteria for a CWS.  
- The site lies within The National Forest and would contribute towards new tree planting and habitat 

creation. 

Version 1a 
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S0105a: Land West of A444, Cadley Hill Swadlincote 
Description: 
 
The site lies on the opposite side of the A444 to the main built up 
area of Swadlincote.  Swadlincote town centre is 2.4 km to the north 
east. 
 
The site comprise agricultural land. It extends some 10.39ha and is 
currently in single ownership. There is medium developer interest. 
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is more than 1km from the nearest statutory wildlife site.   

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - County Wildlife Site SD304 Cadley Hill Railway Area is located within 300m of the site and Local Nature 
Reserve – Coton Park Coal Staking yard is located within 300m of the site.  

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.   

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 - The site is located in the National Forest and would be expected to contribute to National Forest Planting  

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - Site is not located within 1km of a Regionally important geological site 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Site would deliver informal open space provision on site, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - The site is located around 1.7km on foot from nearest doctors surgery which is located on Castleton Park 
and could help fund improvements to local medical facilities. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  

- Site is located within 1.7km on foot from Castleton Park Local centre and 2.6km from Swadlincote Town 
Centre 

- Pennine Way Primary School  is 2.6km away on foot. Sports pitch provision is located 1000m from the 
site 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  - There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue 

- Would be largely determined by design and layout of any site 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 

Will it reduce the number of 
people involved in accidents?  - Impacts are unknown  

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary school is Pingle School which has some spare capacity with 1045 pupils with a 

capacity of 1376 capacity.   
- Pennine Way Primary School is exceeding capacity with 333 pupils with a capacity of 324. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. 

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 
- The site would be within 400m of nearest bus stops the A444.  Buses run three times an hour to Burton 

and Swadlincote 
- There are no off-road cycle routes adjacent to this site.    

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - It is not known what impact development would have on highway congestion. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 
- Site will be within 400m of a bus route  
- Development could offer opportunities to strengthen local walking and cycling provision 
- Most services are beyond acceptable walking distances.   

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- It is unclear whether there is capacity in the local sewerage network to accommodate growth.   
- Superfast Broadband is available in this area.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could support the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and selling new 

homes during site build out.  Would have less significant benefits following site build out, although new 
residents would help to support local shops and services.   

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  - This is a greenfield so it will not help regenerate existing built up areas, but could reinforce local design 

and character 
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during 
construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Surface and Ground Water 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and occupation but 

this would be consistent with surrounding land uses. 

Will it improve air quality  - It is unclear whether this site has potential for impacts associated with methane or other gas release 
associated with historic use of the site for waste disposal.  

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 
- Site is greenfield and in agricultural use.  
- Around half of the sites fall with in an area of grade 2 agricultural land.  Development would therefore lead 

to the loss of some Best and Most Versatile agricultural land.    
-  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  - The site is located within flood zone 1. 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site.  
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield field levels.  In the absence of any drainage strategy or master plan for the site an engineered 
SUDS solution is assumed.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Site is within 2km of a local centre km of Swadlincote town centre, 400m of an hourly or better bus service 
and within 2km of a strategic employment site.   

- Site performance would be significantly improved if a local centre was accommodated on site.   

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.   

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- No architectural features have been identified within in this area which are likely to be affected by new 

development. 
- No HERs sites within development area 
- There is limited potential for below ground archaeology in this location 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 

- Site is located away from areas of primary and secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s 
Areas of Multiple Environmental Sensitivity 

- This site is located to the west of the A444 which forms the western extent of Swadlincote and lies beyond 
a minor ridgeline.  Development past this defensible boundary would represent a significant intrusion into 
the countryside. 

- Area is located in a natural dip which could reduce visual impacts of development in this area 
Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 - The site lies within The National Forest and would contribute towards new tree planting and habitat 
creation. 

Version 1a 
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S0112: Orchard Street, Newhall, Swadlincote 
Description: 
 
The site is located within Newhall and is 2.4km from 
Swdalincote Town Centre. 
 
The site comprises of open space. It extends some 0.59ha 
and is currently in multiple ownership. However all parties 
are currently willing to develop the site for residential use. 
There is no developer interest. 
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Specific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 800m of 
SD273 Breach Leys Farm Meadows. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 300m of the site. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.  
- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 

location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect if likely mix proposed on site. Development of 

the site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing due to its size. However 
due to local plan requirement would be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.    

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision 

within 1200m of the site.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 
- Development would make a contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities within 

1.2km of the site.  
- The nearest GP is located in Newhall (Newhall Surgery) 0.2km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - Site is located within 800m of a sports pitch, a primary school and within 800m of a convenience store, 

post office and village hall. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development. 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 

- The nearest Primary School is Newhall Community Junior School which has some spare capacity with 
293 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 356 pupils. 

- The nearest Secondary School is William Allitt, which is exceeding capacity with 973 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 945. 

- Pingle School however does have some spare capacity with 1045 pupils attending the school with a 
capacity of 1376. And Granville has spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 
830.  

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 
- Due to the size of the site, development would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable 

housing.  
- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 

- The site would be within 400m of an hourly bus service to Burton, Ashby, Coalville and Leicestershire.  
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Orchard Street. 
- There are some local facilities within Newhall: convenience store, open space and facilities, post office, 

pharmacy, village hall. 
- There are no off-road cycle routes adjacent to this site.    - Ensure 

Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 -  It is unlikely that development on this scale would have a significant impact on highway congestion. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 
- The site would be within 400m of an hourly bus service to Burton, Ashby, Coalville and Leicestershire.  
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Orchard Street.  
- There are no off road cycle routes adjacent to this site, 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- No known electricity or water supply constraints 
- The area is part of a commercial roll of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have mess significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- The site is not previously developed and will not regenerate the existing built up area. 
- The contribution the site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters. - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during 
construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale an nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area.  

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to a slight temporary increase in noise levels locally during site 
development, although post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 

- Site is greenfield, however does not comprise of agricultural use.  -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  -  Site lies within Flood Zone 1. 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site.  
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  - New development would be required to conform to existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 

greenfield levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Primary school, village hall, convenience store and post office are within 800m and site is within 400m of 
an hourly bus service.  

- William Allitt Secondary School is 0.6km from the site. 
- The nearest major employment site is Bretby, which is within 2km of the site. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- The site may affect the setting of Grade II Central Melodist Church which is located immediately to the 

north of the site. 
- No HERs sites within the site. 
- Impacts could be dependent on the detailed design and layout of the scheme.  

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 - Site is located away from areas of lower sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- The site is contained by exiting development and trees and hedgerows along part of the southern 

boundary of the site.  
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision. 
- Uncertain effect identified due to the lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout.  

Version 1a 
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S0115:Woodville, Pool Street, John Street Swadlincote 
Description: 
The site is located 1.3km from Swadlincote Town 
Centre.  
 
The site comprise to two areas on opposite side of Pool 
Street. The sites together extends some 0.73ha. The 
site is a former pottery and is in one ownership. There 
is low developer interest. 
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.  

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 910m of 
SD377 Midway Clay Site.  

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.  
- 20% of the site could need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the sites National 

Forest location.  
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this are or within 1km of the site.  

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect if likely mix proposed on site. Development of 

the site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing due to its size. However 
due to local plan requirement would be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Site could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on site and 

within 1200m of the site, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - Development would make some contribution towards the provision of healthcare facilities within 3km of 
the site. The nearest GP is located within Woodville (Woodville Surgery) 1.3km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  

- There in centre within Woodville, however the site is within 1200m of a convenience store; however is in 
excess of 1200m from Woodville Post Office, library and community centre. 

- The site is in excess of 1200m from a primary school, however is within 800m of a sports pitch.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  - The site is derelict and the area is subject to antisocial behaviour. Development of the site would help 

address this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 

Will it reduce the number of 
people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary school is Granville Sports College which has spare capacity with 558 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 830. 
- The nearest primary school is St Georges C of E Primary School which has some capacity with 89 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 102 pupils.  

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 
- Due to the size of the site development would no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing.  
- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 

- The site would be within 800m of an hourly bus service. 
- There are some local facilities (including a primary school, village hall, doctors, convenience store, post 

office, public house, library) 
- There are no metalled footpaths immediately adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the 

surrounding area.  - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 -  It is unlikely that development on this scale will have any significant impact on highway congestion.  

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 
- Site will be within 800m of an hourly bus service 
- There are no metalled footpaths immediately adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the 

surrounding area. 
- There are no established off-road cycle routes adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- There are no known electricity or water supply constraints 
- Superfast Broadband is available.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limits support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have mess significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  - The site is previously developed and development of the site would regenerate the area. 

- Ensure development 
conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site is brownfield and there is hard standing on the site which could be used during the construction 
phase.  

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- The site is brownfield and there is hard standing on the site which could be used during the construction 

phase.  
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development although given the 

scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area.  

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 

- Site is brownfield. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  -  Site is in Flood Zone 1. 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site.  
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  - Redevelopment of brownfield land would normally be expected to result in a reduction in runoff rates, but 

this will be determined by the design of the scheme.  

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Site is within 800m of an hourly bus service. There is no centre within Woodville, however the site is 
located within 1200m of some services (convenience store), however is in excess of some services (post 
office, primary school, post office, library school. 

- Granville Sports Colleague is 2.1km from the site.  
- The nearest major employment site lies adjacent to the site  
- The nearest supermarket is 1.2km away. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 

- Development may affect the setting of nearby listed buildings (Grade II Bottle Kin and Grade II* Bottle 
Kiln) 

- A small element of HERS 26885 is located within the right site, the majority of the HERS site is located 
adjacent to the site. 

- HERS26867 is adjacent to both sites 
- Hers 26865 is immediately adjacent to the left site. 
- Impacts could be dependent on the detailed design and layout of the scheme.  

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is brownfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 
- The site is located within the lower sensitivity according to the County Councils Area of Multiple 

Environmental Sensitivity  
- The site is located within the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfield Landscape Character Area. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- Hedgerows, trees or other landscaping elements could contribute towards integrating new development 

into the landscaping. 
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision 
- Uncertain effect identified due to lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout.   

Version 1a 
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S0133: H K Wentworth, Kinsbury Park, Swadlincote 
Description:  

Site lies to the south of Eureka Park, Swadlincote.  The site 
is located 250m of Swadlincote High Street 

It represents former industrial land and measures 1.68ha. It 
is in one ownership and developer interest is high.  
 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

- The site is located within 300m of County Wildlife Site SD377 Midway Clay Site. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- There are no recording of BAP species within 100m of the site. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- Application 9/2015/0415 proposes a small amount of soft landscaping including tree planting 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- The Design and Access Statement for application 9/2015/0498 states that affordable housing can be 
delivered on site.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- Application 9/2015/0498 proposes a mix of dwelling types and sizes and the Design and Access Statement 
for 9/2015/0498 states that affordable housing can be delivered on site. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  

- Application 9/2015/0498 does not propose open space on the site.  
- Development of the site could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure 

provision within 1200m of the site, including open space adjacent to the site.  
- Site would deliver informal open space provision, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - Development would make some contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 1.2km of the site. Swadlincote Health Centre is located within 300m of the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - The site is located within 800m of a sports pitch, Primary School and Swadlincote Town Centre.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  - There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue - Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 

Will it reduce the number of 
people involved in accidents?  - Impacts are uncertain.  

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest Primary School is Belmont Primary School, which is nearing capacity with 416 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 436 pupils.  
- The nearest Secondary School is Pingle School which has some spare capacity with 1045 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 1376. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 
- Application 9/2015/0498 states that affordable housing can be provided on site. 
- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 
- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- The site is well located in respect of services within Swadlincote High Street. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site, which would connect the site to the surrounding area. 

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding contributions has been provided.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - The Transport Assessment submitted with planning application 9/2015/0498 indicates that development 
can be satisfactorily accommodated by the highway network.   

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 - Site will be within 400m of a bus route  
- There is no off-road cycle route adjacent to the site.  

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- No known electricity or water supply constraints 
- Superfast Broadband is available in this area 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  - The site is previously developed and the buildings on the site and vacant. Development of the site would 

improve the quality of the built development of the site.  
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site is brownfield and there is potential to reuse demolition waster material on site during construction 
phase from the existing buildings on the site. 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout containing this information).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles  - there is no information containing this information 

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- The site is brownfield and there is potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of 

materials used overall could be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

Development will have no significant impact on local water quality 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to a slight temporary increase in noise levels locally during site 
development, although post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses. 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 

- Site is brownfield -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  -  Site is in Flood Zone 1 and will have no discernible impact on flood risk. 

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  - As a brownfield site, the volume of surface runoff would normally be expected to be reduced as part of a 

redevelopment scheme, although this would be dependent upon the detailed design of any proposal. 

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Site is within 400m of an hourly bus service, and is within 800m of Swadlincote Town Centre, a sports 
pitch and a primary school. 

- Granville Sports Colleague is 2.2km from the site. 
- Site lies within 2km of the nearest major employment site.  

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation. 

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 - Development would be unlikely to affect the setting of any conservation area or listed building.  
- HERS26886 covers most of the site. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is brownfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 
- The site is located within an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Councils Area of Multiple 

Environmental Sensitivity. 
- TPO163 is located along the southern boundary of the site. However only a very small proportion of the 

site is covered by the TPO. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- The site is contained by Midland Road to the east, existing development and trees to the south, trees to 

the north and east. 
- Application 9/2015/0498 proposes no open space on the site however does propose some limited 

planting on site. However retains the existing TPO trees on the site.  

Version 1a 
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S0148: Land at Common Ground, Church Gresley 
Description: 
 
The site is located within Church Gresley. The site 
2.5km from  Swadlincote Town Centre and 10.1km 
from Burton on Trent Town Centre. 
 
The site comprises of greenfield land. It extends some 
0.46ha and is currently in multiple ownership, due to 
the ransom strip to the site. There is medium developer 
interest. 
 
 

 

 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special  
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located over1km of 
SD313 Hall Wood. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer ha snot provided the Council with a site masterplan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting. 
- 20% of the site could need to be passes over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 

location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - The site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing due to the size of the site. 

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in  respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development will be likely to deliver a range of 
house sizes. However due to the size of the site development would make no contribution towards the 
provision of affordable housing.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision 

within 1200m of the site, 

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - Development could make a contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities within 
3km of the site. The nearest GP is located in Church Gresley 2.1km from the site, 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - The site is located within 800m of a sports pitch and primary school. 

- The site is located within 800m of a convenience store, a pharmacy and a cash point.   

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts could be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of the 
development. 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - It is not known what impact development of this site will have on accident numbers 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 

- The nearest primary school is St Georges C Of E Controlled Primary School which has come spare 
capacity with 89 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 102 pupils. 

- The nearest secondary school is The Pingle School which has some spare capacity with 1045 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 1376. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 
- Development would make no contribution towards the provision of affordable housing due to the size of 

the site. 
- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 - The site would be within 800m of an hourly bus stop. 
- There is a public footpath adjacent to the site, which would connect the site to the surrounding area.  

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters. 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - Development at this scale is unlikely to affect the highway network.   

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 
- Site will be within 800m of an hourly bus stop 
- There is a public footpath adjacent to the site, which would connect the site to the surrounding area.  
- Although not off-road at this point, National Cycle Route 63 passes within 200m   

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- It is unclear whether there is capacity in the local sewerage network to accommodate growth.   
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband.  
- Access to the site is constrained due to a ransom strip and the end of Kirkland Way (this covers access to 

the site) 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- The site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up area. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been put forward by site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during 
construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area.  

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to a slight increase in noise levels locally during site development, although 
post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses. 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 

- Site is greenfield however is not within agricultural use. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  -  Site lies within Flood Zone 1. 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site.  
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service. The site is located within 800m of a sports pitch, a 
primary school and a convenience store, a pharmacy and cash point.  

- The nearest major employment site lies within 2km at Pool Street / Kiln Way 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation. 

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 - Development would be unlikely to affect the setting of any conservation area or listed buildings.  
- No HERs sites within development area 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 - Area is located in an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Councils Area of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- The site is contained by existing development.  
- The land could contribute towards green infrastructure provision. 
- Uncertain effect identified due to lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout 

Version 1a 
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S0149: Rear of 113-137 Burton Road, Woodville 
Description: 
 
The site is located 2km from Swadlincote Town Centre. 
 
The site comprises a paddock and it extends some 1.2ha. 
The majority of the site is in single ownership, however there 
are numerous ownerships on an access strip according ti 
submitted info, however all parties are currently willing 
participate.  
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.  

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The site is located within 300m of County Wildlife Site SD377 Midway Clay Site. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.  
- 20% of the site would need to be passes over to tree planting and landscaping given the sites National 

Forest location 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site.  

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could make a contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision both on site 

and within1200m of the site, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 
- Development would make some contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 

within 1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is located within Woodville (Woodville Surgery) 0.2km from the 
site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - Site is located within 1200m of a sports pitch and primary school. There is no centre within Woodville, 

however the site is within 800m of a convenience store, post office, library and public house. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue 
- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of the 

development.  
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary school is Granville Sports College which has spare capacity with 558 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 830 pupils.  
- Woodville C of E Primary School is nearing capacity with 283 pupils attending the school with a capacity 

of 315 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. 

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service to Burton on Trent, Ashby, Coalville and 
Leicestershire.  

-  There are some local facilities nearby  (including a primary school, doctors, convenience store, post 
office, public house, library) 

- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Burton Road which could be used to connect the site 
to the surrounding area. 

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 

- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 
provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services and facilities has been provided in respect of this site by 
promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 -  It is unlikely that development on this scale will have any significant impact on the highway network. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 
- The site located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Burton Road which could be used to connect the site 

to the surrounding area. 
- There are no off-road cycle routes adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

-  Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- There are no known electricity or water supply constraints. 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband, 
- Access to the site would require the demolition of existing dwellings.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- This is predominantly greenfield and will regenerate existing built up area. 
- The contribution the site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site is predominantly greenfield, however there may be potential to reuse some waste materials on 
site during the construction phase from the existing dwellings which would require demolition to gain 
access to the site.  

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is very small potential to reuse demolition waste on site from the existing housing on the site, 

although the use of materials used overall could be reduced through the adoption of site waste 
management plans 

 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 
- The site is predominantly greenfield.  
- The site is satiated in land classified as land predominantly in urban area.  -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  -  Site lies within Flood Zone 1. 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site.  
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  - New development would be required to conform to existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 

greenfield levels. 

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. The site is relatively well located in respect of 
nearby services. The site is within 1200m of a primary school and is located within 800m of a post office, 
a convenience store, library and public house.  

- The site is well located in respect of Secondary School provision which is within 500m of Granville Sports 
Colleague.  

- The nearest major employment site is within 2km, at Swadlincote Road, Woodville. 
- The nearest supermarket is 1.2 km away at Woodville High Street. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. Will it provide opportunity for 

additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.   

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- The development would be unlikely affect the setting of any listed buildings. 
- No HERS are located within the site; however HERS26864 is located immediately to the north of the site. 
- Impacts could be dependent on the detailed design and layout of the scheme.  

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - The majority of the site is greenfield. 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 - Area is located in an area if lower sensitivity according to the County Councils Areas of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity.  

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- The site is contained by existing to the east, trees to the north of the site, hedgerows to the west and 

south (along with existing development to the south). 
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision; 
- Uncertain effect identified due to lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout.  
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S0153: Land to the rear of 113 Wood Lane, Newhall 
Description: 
The site is located within Newhall and is 3.6km from 
Swdalincote Town Centre. 
 
The site comprises of green space with trees planted on the 
site. It extends some 0.49ha and is currently in single 
ownership. There is high developer interest.  
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 
- The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 470m of 

SD049 Footpath Plantation, Bretby. 
- The site is located within 300m of Potential Wildlife Site SD043 Bretby Fields. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 - No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.  

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site.  

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect if likely mix proposed on site. Development of 

the site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing due to its size. However 
due to local plan requirement would be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision 

within 1200m of the site.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - Development could make some contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is located in Newhall (Newhall Surgery) 1.1km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - Site is located within 1200m of a primary and a sports pitch. There is no village centre within Newhall, 

however the site is within 1200m of a convenience store, a village hall and post office.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development. 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue.  
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 

- The nearest Primary School is Newhall Community Junior School which has some spare capacity 
with 293 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 356 pupils. 

- The nearest Secondary School is William Allitt, which is exceeding capacity with 973 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 945. 

- Pingle School however does have some spare capacity with 1045 pupils attending the school with 
a capacity of 1376. And Granville has spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the school with a 
capacity of 558 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 830. 

 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 
- Due to the size of the site development would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable 

housing on site.  
- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 

- The site is within 400m of an hourly bus service, to Ashby Coalville, Leicestershire and Burton on Trent.  
- There are some local facilities within Newhall: convenience store, open space and facilities, post office, 

pharmacy, village hall. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Bretby Hollow which could connect the site to the 

area. - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 -  It is unlikely that a site of this scale will have any significant impact on the highway network. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 
- The site is within 400m of an hourly bus service, to Ashby Coalville, Leicestershire and Burton on Trent. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Bretby Hollow which could connect the site to the 

area.  
- There is no established off-road cycle route adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

-  Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- There are no known electricity or water supply constraints in this location. 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out. 

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- The site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up area. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout and design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during 
construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to any notable air quality impacts in this area.   

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to a slight temporary increase in noise levels locally during site 
development, although post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 

- Site is greenfield, however not within agricultural use.  -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  -  Site is in Flood Zone 1. 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding  on the site. 
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  - New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 

greenfield levels. 

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service and is located within 1200m of services within 
Newhall, including a convenience store, primary school, sports pitch, village hall and post office.  

- The site is also well related to secondary school provision; William Allitt is 1km from the site. 
- The nearest major employment site lies within 2km at Bretby Business Park 
- The nearest supermarket lies within 1km at Newhall.  

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.   

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 - Development would be unlikely to affect the setting of any listed buildings or conservation areas. 
- There are no HERS on the site.  

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 
- Site is located within an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of Multiple 

Environmental Sensitivity 
- TPO199 covers the majority of the site.  

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- The site is contained by existing development to the north, east and west and trees are allocated with the 

site along the borders of the site. 
- Uncertain effects identified due to lack of information held regarding site design and layout.  

Version 1a 
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S0155:Rose Tree Lane, Newhall 
Description: 
The site is located within Newhall, 2.9km from Swadlincote 
Town Centre. 
 
The site comprises of Grazing land a dwelling and its 
curtilage. It extends some 1.53ha and is currently in single 
ownership. There is medium developer interest. 
In addition the site is adjacent to the Burton- Swadlincote 
Green Belt.  
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.  

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 
- The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 500m of 

SD042 Bretby disused railway. 
- SD43 Bretby Fields is located 240m from the site. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site, 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting. 
- 20% of the site would need to be passes over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 

location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision both 

on-site and within 1200m of the site including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - Development would make a contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare provision within 
1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is located in Newhall (Newhall Surgery), 0.3km from the site.  

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - The site is located within 800m of a sports pitch, a primary school. There is no centre in Newhall, however 

the site is located within 800m of a convenience store, post office and village hall. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely dependent by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 

- The nearest Primary School is Newhall Community Junior School which has some spare capacity with 
293 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 356 pupils. 

- The nearest Secondary School is William Allitt, which is exceeding capacity with 973 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 945. 

- Pingle School however does have some spare capacity with 1045 pupils attending the school with a 
capacity of 1376. And Granville has spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 
558 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 830. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. However the impact on 
viability of the creation of an access would require further assessment. 

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service to, Burton, Measham, Ashby. 
- There are some local facilities within Newhall: convenience store, open space and facilities, post office, 

pharmacy, village hall. 
- There is an existing metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Sunnyside Road which could connect the 

site to the surrounding area.  - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 

- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 
provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services and facilities has been provided in respect of this site by 
promoters. 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - Uncertain highways impact. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 
- Site will be within 400m of a bus route  
- There are no off-road cycle routes adjacent to this site.  
- There is an existing metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Sunnyside Road which could connect the 

site to the surrounding area. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- There are no known electricity or water supply constraints in this location. 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could support limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- This is predominantly greenfield and will not generate the existing built up area. 
- The contribution the site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- There is very limited potential to reuse demolition waste materials from the existing dwelling on site 
during construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is very limited potential to resue demolition waster from the existing dwelling on the site. Although 

the use of materials used overall could be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to lead to a slight temporary increase in noise levels locally during site 
development, although post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 
- Site is predominantly greenfield 
- Site is likely to be Grade 4 poor quality agricultural land. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  - Site lies within Flood Zone 1. 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site. 
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield levels.  Redevelopment of any brownfield land would normally be expected to result in reduced 
levels of surface water runoff, although this would be dependent upon the design of the scheme. 

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. The site is located within 1200m of a 
convenience store, a primary school, a post office and village hall within Newhall. 

- The site is well located in respect of Secondary School provision which is located 0.4km from the site.   
- The nearest employment site is within 2km at Bretby Business Park. 
- The nearest supermarket is at Newhall, 600m from the site. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.   

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 - Development would be unlikely to affect the setting of any listed buildings or conservation areas, 
- HERS0155 is located within the site and HERS17512 is located immediately to the north of the site. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is predominantly greenfield. 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 
- Site is located within a lower area of sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of Multiple 

Environmental Sensitivity 
- There are existing trees within the site. 
- TPO246 (one tree) is located on part of the southern boundary of the site. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 

- The site is contained by existing development to the east and south and trees and hedgerows to the north 
and west. 

- There are existing tress within the site.  
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision. 
- Uncertain effect identifies due to the lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout. 

Version 1a 
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S0156: Land to the south west of 1 Vicarage Road, Woodville 
Description: 
 
The site is located 2km from Swadlincote Town Centre.  
 
The site comprises of Paddock Land. It extends some 
0.54ha and is currently in one ownership. There is no 
developer interest.  
 
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 620m of 
SD026 Woodville Disused Railway.  

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.   

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting. 
- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the sites National 

Forest location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect if likely mix proposed on site. Development of 

the site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing due to its size. However 
due to local plan requirement would be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision 

within 1200m of the site. 

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 

within 1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is located within Woodville (Woodville Surgery) 0.4km from the 
site.  

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  

- Site is located within 800m of a sports pitch and within 1200m of a primary school. There is no village 
centre within Woodville, however the site is located within 800m of a library service, a convenience store, 
public house and within 1200m of a post office. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development. 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue.  
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary school is Granville Sports College which has spare capacity with 558 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 830.  
- Woodville C of E Primary School is nearing capacity with 283 pupils attending the school with a capacity 

of 316. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 
- The site would no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing due to the size of the site.  
- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 

- The site would be within 800m of an hourly bus service. 
- There are some local facilities nearby  (including a primary school, doctors, convenience store, post 

office, public house, library) 
- There is no existing metalled footpath adjacent to the site, which could connect the site to the surrounding 

area. - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 

- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 
provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services and facilities has been provided in respect of this site by 
promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 -  It is Unlikely that development on this scale would have a significant impact on highway congestion. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 

- Site is within 800m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is an existing PROW along the northern boundary of the site.  
- There is no existing metalled footpath adjacent to the site, which could connect the site to the surrounding 

area. 
- There is no established off-road cycle route adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- There are no known electricity or water supply constraints in this location. 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband.  
- Access to the site would require the demolition of existing dwellings.   
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- The site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up area. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during 
construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

Development would need 
to reflect Policy SD1 
SD2, SD3 and SD5 of 
the emerging Part 1 
Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant. 

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development could lead to an increase in noise complaints due to the proximity of the site to nearly 
employment uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 
- Site is greenfield. The site is either poor quality agricultural land or considered to be predominantly in 

urban use.    -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  -  Site lies within Flood Zone 1. 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site. 
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  - New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 

greenfield levels. 

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service. The site is located within 800m of a sports pitch and 
library service, convenience store and public house and within 1200m of a primary school and post office. 

-  The site is well located in respect of secondary school provision, Granville Sports Colleague is 1.4km 
from the site.  
The nearest major employment site is within 2km at Woodville/Swadlincote.,  

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation/  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- Development would be unlikely to affect the setting of any listed building or conservation area. 
- No HERs sites within the site, however HERS28136 is located within 50m to the west of the site. 
 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 
- Area is located in an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Councils Area of Multiple 

Environmental Sensitivity. 
- The site is located within Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfield Area. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- The site is contained by trees and woodland to the west, trees and existing development to the north and 

east, trees to the south.  
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision 
- Uncertain effect identified due to the lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout.  

Version 1a 
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S0159: Land off Willmott Road, Swadlincote 
Description: 
 
The site is located within 1.5km of Swadlincote from 
Swadlincote Town Centre and 8.5km from Burton Upon 
Trent Town Centre. 
 
The site comprises of open space. It extends some 
1.1ha. There is high developer interest and the sits is in 
single ownership. 
 

 
 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site  of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.  

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 1km of 
SD377 Midway Clay Site.  

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.    

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting. 
- 20% of the site could need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 

location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site.  

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in  respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  

- Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision both 
on site and within 1200m of the site, including through National Forest Tree Planting.  

- The site comprises part of Baker Street Recreation Ground. 
- Ensure new 

development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 

within 1.2km of the site. The nearest GP Is located within Swadlincote (Swadlincote Surgery) 1.1km from 
the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - Site is located within 800m of a sports pitch, within 1200m of a primary school  

- The site is located 1.5km from Swadlincote Town Centre.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of the 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest primary school is Pennine Way Junior Academy which is exceeding capacity with 333 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 324 pupils. 
- The nearest secondary school is The Pingle School which has some spare capacity with 1045 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 1376. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. 

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 - The site is within 800m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is no off-road cycle route adjacent to this site. 

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare. Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - Development will have an uncertain impact. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 - The site is within 800m of an hourly bus route  
- There is no off-road cycle route adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- It is unclear whether there is capacity in the local sewerage network to accommodate growth.   
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- This is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up area, 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, Is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by promoters. - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during 
construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plan 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

- It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the 
scheme. 

- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale of the scheme and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - It is unclear whether this site has potential for impacts associated with methane or other gas release 
associated with historic use of the site for waste disposal.  

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to a slight increase in noise levels locally during site development, although 
post development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 

- Site is greenfield however is not agricultural land. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  -  Site is in Flood Zone 1. 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding. 

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  - New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 

greenfield levels.  

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- The site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service. The site is within 800m of  a sports pitch and 
within 1200m of a primary school. Swadlincote Town Centre is 800m from the site on foot. 

- The Pingle School is 1.8km from the site 
- The nearest major employment site is within 700m at Hearthcote Road 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.    

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- Development would be unlikely affect the setting of any Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings. 
- No HERs sites within the site, however HERS26887 is located within 20m of the site. 
- Impacts could be dependent on the detailed design and layout of the scheme. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 - The site is located in an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Councils Areas of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- The site is contained by existing development. 
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision. 
- Uncertain effect identified due to the lack of information held regarding potential design and layout.  

Version 1a 
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S0161: Land south of Cadley Hill, Industrial Estate 
Description:  
The site is agricultural land that lies between an industrial 
estate - Cadley Hill Industrial Estate and a housing estate - 
Castleton Park. 
 
It represents greenfield land in agricultural use and 
measures 6.36ha.  The site is within single ownership and 
there is low developer interest. Land to the north east of the 
site is allocated in the emerging South Derbyshire Local Plan 
for employment development (Policy E1). 
 

 
 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located 310m of 
SD313 Hall Wood. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.   

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site masterplan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting, 
- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 

location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site will contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable housing subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site will contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and will be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on 

site and within 1200m of the site, including National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - Development would make some contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is located at Gresleydale Health Centre, 600m from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - Site is located within 800m of Castleton Park Local centre. 

- Pennine Way primary school is located 2km away. Sports pitch provision is located 1200m from the site. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of the 
development. 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown  

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary school is Pingle School which has spare capacity, with 1045 pupils attending the 

school with a capacity of 1376. 
- The primary schools for the site is Pennine Way Primary School which is at capacity with 333 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 324 pupils.  

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 
- The site would be within 400m of an hourly bus service 
- The site is reactively well located in respect of Castleton Park Local Centre. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to part of the site which could connect the site to the surrounding 

area. 
- Ensure 

Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education and open space 

provision, and sports provision. Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 -  It is not known what impact development would have on the highway network. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 

- Site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to part of the site which could connect the site to the surrounding 

area. 
- There is no off road cycle route adjacent to this site at present although development would provide the 

opportunity to establish a cycle link between Swadlincote Lane and Ryder Close. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

-  Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- No known electricity or water supply constraints 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up area. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters. - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during 
construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 
bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site, to ensure that the use is below what 
is required by part G of the building regulations. 

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge, although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design. 
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No 

- Ensure 
development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 
given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely ti be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have nay notable air quality impacts in this area, 

Will it reduce noise pollution? 
- Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 

development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses.  
- However there may be increased noise complaints due to proximity of the site to employment land (part of 

the site is allocated for employment land). 
To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield 
- Site is likely to be Grade 3 good to moderate quality agricultural land. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

- Site lies within Flood Zone 1 and will have no discernible impact on flood risk.  
- There are three small areas within the site less susceptible to surface water flooding, within the rest of the 

site there is no indication of surface water flooding.  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform to existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield levels. 

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- Site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service, within 800m of a local centre and within 1200m of a 
sports pitch. 

- Site lies within 2km of the nearest major employment site. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- The development would be unlikely to affect the setting of any conservation are or listed building. 
- HERS26848 is located within the site. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- New development could improve access to the National Forest which is an important cultural and leisure 
resource within the District. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Site is located within an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Councils Area of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity. 

- The site is located within the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfield Landscape Character Area, 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contained by road to the south, and trees and hedgerows to the north east and west.  
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision. 
- Uncertain effect identified due to the lack of information held regarding potential design and layout. 

Version 1a 
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S0167: Land at Gresley Old Hall, Gresley Wood Road, Swadlincote 
Description:   
 
The site is located within Swadlincote and is 2.5 km for, 
Swadlincote Town Centre and 7.8km from Burton Town 
Centre. 
 
The site comprises vacant greenfield land. The site is 
1.39ha and is within single ownership. There is medium 
developer interest.  
 

 
 

 

 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The site is located within 300m of County Wildlife Site SD313 Hall Wood. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - No records held of protected or BAP species within 100m of site.   

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 - Outline application 9/2009/0191 provides an indicative layout for landscaping, which shows the areas of 
proposed landscaping, including tree planting.   

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 
- Site will not contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  Instead, proceeds 

from sale of land to contribute toward maintaining the fabric of Gresley Old Hall, a Listed Building, and 
other community buildings on the site.   

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 - Outline application 9/2009/0191 proposes a range of house types and sizes, but does not include 
affordable housing. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site would contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and would be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development will deliver informal open space provision on site.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - The nearest GP is located within Swadlincote (Gresleydale Healthcare Centre). 1.6km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - The site is within 800m of a sports pitch and a primary school (using a public footpath) and within 1200m 

of a convenience store, pharmacy and cash point. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development.   

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impacts are uncertain.  

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The closest Primary School is Pennine Junior School which is exceeding capacity with 333 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 324. 
- The Pingle School has some spare capacity with 1045 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 

1376. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 - Development will not contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing, due to the size of the site.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 
- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is an existing metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Gresley Wood Road, which could be used to 

connect the site to the surrounding area. 

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 - Development will make some contribution towards the provision of open space, Development of this scale 
is unlikely to deliver improved public transport provision but could help sustain existing services. 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - Development on this scale will not have a significant impact on the highway network.  

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 - Site will be within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is a PROW across the north of the site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- There are no known electricity or water supply constraints in this location. 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out. 

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Development will not deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- This site is greenfield and will not regenerate the existing built up area. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers, which would be addressed at reserved 
matters stage, although the design and access statement submitted with the outline application indicates 
the development will be sympathetic to its setting adjacent to the Listed Gresley Old Hall.  

- Ensure development 
conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. Will it provide potential to 

use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site during 
construction phase 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters containing this information).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area.  

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to a slight temporary increase in noise levels locally during site 
development, although post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 

- Site is greenfield however is not within agricultural use. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  - Site lies within Flood Zone 1 

- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site. 
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  - New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 

greenfield levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- The site is located within 800m of a primary school and sports pitch and is located within 1200m of a 

convenience store. 
- The nearest major employment site lies within 2km at Hearthcote Road 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation, especially after 2016 
when new homes may need to incorporate on site renewables to achieve zero carbon status.   

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 

- Grade II Listed Building Gresley Old Hall is located within 100m of the site. Development could help 
maintain fabric of this building.   

- HERS26850 Swadlincote ridge and furrow and later field boundary is locate within the east of the site. 
- Impacts could be dependent on the detailed layout and design of the scheme, although the design and 

access statement submitted with the outline planning applications indicates a scheme that would be 
sensitive to the setting. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 - Area is located in an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Councils Area of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- Site is contained by trees and hedgerows to the north, existing development and trees and hedgerows to 

the south, a road, trees and hedgerows to the south and existing development to the west.  
- The parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision.  

Version 1a 
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S0208 Land east of Sandcliffe Road, Lower Midway 
 
Description: 
The site lies adjacent to the Lower and Upper Midway 
residential estates in Swadlincote.  Swadlincote town centre 
is 2.6 km to the south of the site, and A511 lies to the south 
of the site. 
 

Residential development borders the southern and western 
boundaries of the site.  Fields dispersed with hedgerows and 
pockets of woodland border the remaining boundaries.  
 

The site is in single ownership. Demand from developers is 
thought to be high, and there is thought to be medium end 
values for housing. 
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 
- There are no County Wildlife Sites within 300m of this site.  (Lee Wood Grass Land (SD206), which is 

located 350m to the north west of the proposal site, has been removed from the wildlife site register in 
recent years). 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 300m.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held.  The developer has not provided the council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting  
- However 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National 

Forest Location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There is no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in  respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disable 
people.  No information is currently held.  

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could deliver open or recereational space on site.   

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 
- The site is located around 1.5km (depending on access) from Heartwood Medical Centre (Civic Way), and 

Swadlincote Surgery (Darklands Road).   
- Development could help fund improvements to local medical facilities 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - Site is located within 800m of local recreation provision and primary school,  and in excess of 1500m of a 

local centre in Newhall 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development. 

- There are no identified impacts rom site development in respect of this issue.  
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents  - Development would have an uncertain effect in respect of dealing with safety issues around the site 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary schools  are Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending 

the school with a capacity of 830.  
- Eureka Primary School is at capacity with 142 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 140. 

- Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure 
development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development.  However the impact of 
the gradient and pylons on the site would require further assessment.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 

- The site is also within 1.8km of Swadlincote town centre.  A small supermarket is located within 300m of  
the site. 

- Two buses per hour (reducing to one per hour in the evening) operate in the residential area to the south. 
- The site is within 400m of existing bus stops accessible via only two pedestrian routes one along 

Sandicliffe Road and the other through the adjacent residential estate to the south.  Much of the site 
would therefore be closer to 800m from the bus route in practical terms   

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 - Strategic growth could support the provision of new education, open space and sports provision and 
would support existing health care provision and shops in Swadlincote.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - Development at the scale proposed would have an uncertain impact in respect on traffic congestion 
locally including on the A511 and the A511 and Sandcliffe Road Junction    

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 - There is a twice hourly bus service  (reducing to once hourly service in the evening) serving this area,  
- Off road cycling provision in this area is undeveloped.  

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements 

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.   

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote Urban Area is unlikely to have any tangible effect on 
respect of encouraging growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.   

- Ensure good 
connectivity to 
facilities in Midway 
and Swadlincote. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- Site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up area.  
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles.  

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during construction phase 
- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 

operation phases of development 
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 

be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

Development will have no significant impact on local water quality.  
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Surface and Ground Water 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area 

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to a slight increase in noise levels locally during  site development, although 
post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 
- Site is greenfield  
- Based on agricultural land classification maps held by the Authority this site comprises Grade 3 land.  It is 

unclear whether this could comprise  Best and Most Versatile land and as such a precautionary approach 
has been taken and it is assumed that some land would be grade  3a.  

-  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  

- This site is located outside of an area at fluvial flood risk although there is a small watercourse just 
outside of the north eastern part of the site (see image) which is known to flood.   

- There is no indication of surface water flooding within the majority of the site, however a small area within 
the north of the site is located within an area less susceptible to surface water flooding.  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  

- New development would be expected to conform with emerging national SUDS legislation, and therefore 
surface water would have to be retained back to greenfield runoff rates, and would have no impact on 
flooding downstream. 

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- The site is adjacent to the Swadlincote urban area and would be in excess of 1200m from a local centre 
including health facilities.   

- An hourly bus service passes within 400m 
- The nearest major employment is located  2km away at Woodville.  

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation 

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- No architectural features have been identified within in this area which are likely to be affected by new 

development. 
- Potential for in ground archaeology identified in this area 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 
- New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 

cultural ad leisure resource within the District.  
- No masterplan design information included on connectivity of this site and wider area.  

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is greenfield 

- Inclusion of 
landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.   

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 

- Site is located in an area of secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity 

- Development in this location would have a notable impact on the local landscape due to local landform and 
prominence of the site from the north). 

- The existing settlement boundary along Salisbury Drive, Winchester Drive and Coventry Close is poorly 
screened and presents an eroded settlement edge from near and distant views to the north.   

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 

- There are few substantial hedgerows, field trees or other landscape elements on site which could help 
integrate new development into the local landscape.   

- Site development is not likely to lead to the loss of landscape elements given a relative lack of features on 
site 

- National Forest Planting could deliver new and enhance existing habitats such as woodland, hedges on 
site 

Version 1a 
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S0248: Land west of Longlands Lane, Swadlincote 
Description: 
 
The site is located within Midway and is 1.8km from 
Swadlincote Town Centre and 7.1km from Burton Town 
Centre. 
 
The site is predominantly with one dwelling on the site. 
The site is 4ha and within single ownership. There is 
medium developer interest.  
 

 

 
Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 320m of 
SD342 Hoofies Wood, 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.   

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting. 
- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 

location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could provide open space and leisure provision both on site and within 1200m of the site, 

including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - Development would make some contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 3km of the site. The nearest GP is located within 2.1km of the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - The site is located within 1200m of a sports pitch, however is in excess of 1200m of a primary school and 

services within Newhall. It is within 800m of a local scale supermarket. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary school is Granville Sports Colleague which spare capacity with 558 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 830. 
- Eureka Primary School is at capacity with 142 pupils attending the school with a capacity of 140. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. However further 
assessment would be required on the viability impact of the gradient on the site and the access to the 
site,  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 
- The site would be within 800m of an hourly bus service (service 9, although it should be noted that there 

is no bus on this route between 7.46 am and 9.17 am, nor between 4.33 pm and 5.48 pm). 
- There is no metalled footpath immediately adjacent to the site, which could connect the site to the 

surrounding area. 
- Ensure 

Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - It is not known what impact development would have on highway congestion.  

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 

- Site will be within 800m of an hourly bus service (service 9, although it should be noted that there is no 
bus on this route between 7.46 am and 9.17 am, nor between 4.33 pm and 5.48 pm). 

- There is no metalled footpath immediately adjacent to the site, which could connect the site to the 
surrounding area. 

- There is no off-road cycle path adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

-  Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements.  

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area. 

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband, 
- The access point onto the site is constrained due to the Sandcliffe Road being a single land and access 

onto Longlands Road requiring the demolition of the existing bungalow on the site.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- This is predominantly greenfield and will not regenerate the existing built up area, 
- The contribution this iste could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials?  

- The site  is predominantly greenfield and there is very limited potential to  reuse demolition waste 
materials on site during construction phase (the existing dwelling on the site) 

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

 
- There is very limited potential to reuse demolition waste onsite (from the existing dwelling), although the 

use of materials used overall could be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution?  - Development is likely to lead to a slight increase in noise levels locally, during site development and use, 
although given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 
- Site is greenfield 
- Site is likely to be Grade 3 good to moderate quality agricultural land.  -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  -  Site lies within Flood Zone 1 and will have no discernible impact on flood risk. 

- There is a small area of intermediate and less susceptible surface water flooding within the site.  
- Inclusion of SUDS 

policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  

- New development will conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at greenfield field levels 
through the use of a SuDs scheme.  Redevelopment of the brownfield part of the site would normally be 
expected to result in reduced run off rates, although this will be dependent upon the design of the 
scheme.  

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- Site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service (service 9, although it should be noted that there is no 
bus on this route between 7.46 am and 9.17 am, nor between 4.33 pm and 5.48 pm)..  

- The site is located within 1200m of a sports pitch; however is in excess of 1200m of a primary school and 
services within Newhall. 

- Nearest major employment site is within 3km at Woodville. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.   

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 
- Development would be unlikely to affect the setting of any conservation area or listed building.   
- No HERs are located within the site 
- The site is located within 500m of Bretby Hall Historic Garden. 
- Impacts could be dependent on the detailed design and layout of the scheme. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is predominantly greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 

- Site is located within an area of secondary sensitivity according to the County Councils Areas of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity 

- The site is located within the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfields Landscape Character Area. 
- There are trees within the site.  
- The gradient of the site would need to be taken into consideration when developing the site. 

 
Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 
- Site is contained by existing development to the east, trees and hedgerows to the north south and west. 
- There are trees within the site 
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision. 
- Uncertain effect identified due to lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout.  

Version 1a  
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S0254: Castle Fields, Swadlincote 
Description:
This site was first promoted for development in November 
2013. Prior to this the site had not been promoted through 
the SHLAA or LDF process.  The site is located to the 
immediate west the A444 and the consented but not yet built 
mixed use Cadley Hill Site, whilst to the south lies existing 
residential development.  The western edge of the site is 
bounded by the National Forest Line.  The site to the north is 
promoted for employment and housing development through 
the Plan.   

The site extends some 41.5 ha.  The site is thought to be in 
single ownership and there is a high level of developer 
interest in the site.   

.   

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - The site is not within 1km of a statutorily protected wildlife site such as SSI or SAC and is not in the 
catchment of the he River Mease SAC 

- Retention of 
existing habitats 
and protection of 
habitats and 
species including 
hedgerows and 
trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3.  

 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - Site is within 300m of two wildlife sites (SD306, Castle Mound) and SD360 (Whitelady Springs) 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site.   

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- There is potential for biodiversity gain on all sites.  The site is within the National Forest and site master 

plan indicates 30% tree planting on site together with new informal and formal open space and SUDS 
provision.   

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There is no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Sites could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with 
H19 and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disable 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in Swadlincote 

and South Derbyshire. 
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Site would deliver informal open space provision on site including through National Forest tree planting.  

-  Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 
- Development would make no contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities within 

3km of the site. The nearest GP is located within Swadlincote (Gresleydale Healthcare Centre) is located 
within 1500m of the site.   

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  

- The site is within 1200m of a sports pitch and services within Castleton Park local centre and Castle   
Gresley. 

- The site is 2.5km from Pennine Way School on foot and 3km from Linton Primary School.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime  

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue 
- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout for the 

development.  
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents  - It is not known what impact development would have on accident numbers. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary school is Pingle which has some space capacity with 1045 pupils attending the 

school with a capacity of 1376. 
-  The closest Primary School is Pennine Way which is exceeding capacity with 333 pupils attending the 

school with a capacity of 324.   

-  Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicated that the site could be viable for housing development.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 
- There is an hourly or better bus route which is accessible within 400m of the site 
- The site is located within 1200m of Castle Gresley Village centre and Castleton Park local centre. 
- There is no metalled footpath adjacent to the site, however there maybe possibility to construct one. 

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development could make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sports 

provision and health. It would also help to sustain existing bus services and could help improve the case 
for the establishment of a National Forest Line passenger rail service.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - Development would be likely to impact the A444 but it is not known whether impacts would be significant. 

-  Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 

- A submitted master plan (for the whole site) proposes two crossing points across the A444 and links into 
cycling routes on Castleton Park and Cadley Hill.  

- There is an hourly or better bus service which runs along the A444 to the east of the site 

- The site earmarks land to accommodate a passenger railway station should the National Forest Line be 
reopened.  

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

- May be requirements to increase capacity at Stanton WWTW which could serve this development 
- Local capacity improvements to the sewerage network required to support development at the scale 

proposed.  
- There are no known water or electricity supply constraints. 
- Superfast broadband is available in this area. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing, 
selling new homes during site build out.  Would have less significant benefits following site build. 

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect) 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth in this area is unlikely to have any discernible effect in respect of supporting the 
rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
village centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- Sites are not previously developed so it will not help regenerate existing built up areas, but could 
reinforce local design and character 

- Ensure development 
conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during construction phase 
- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 

operation phases of development 
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 
bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 
part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design. 
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution?  

Development of this nature is  unlikely to have any significant impact on local water quality.  
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Groundwater and Surface Water 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and occupation but 

this would be consistent with neighbouring land uses. 

Will it improve air quality  - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area 

Will it reduce noise pollution?  
- Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 

development noise generation would be consistent with neighbouring land uses 
- Location next to a rail line could lead to increased noise complaints  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

 
- Site is greenfield   
- Site is likely to be partly Grade 2 very good quality agricultural land and partly Grade 3 good to moderate 

quality agricultural land.  
-  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk?  

- Site is mainly Flood Zone 1, but there is an area within Flood Zones 3a and 2 to the west of the site. 
- Part of the site to the west lies within an area of less and intermediate susceptibility to surface water 

flooding and part of the site to the south lies within an area of less susceptibility to surface water flooding. 
However there is no indication of surface water flooding within the majority of the site.  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff?  

- New development would be required to conform to existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield field levels.  In the absence of any drainage strategy or master plan for the site an engineered 
SUDS solution is assumed.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change?  

- The site is less than 400m from an hourly bus service and less than 2km from employment land at Tetron 
Point and Cadley Hill.  It is within 1200m of Castleton Park local centre and services and facilities at 
Castle Gresley.  

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

 - New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation. 

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

 - HERS site 17812 located within site (Castle Gresley Sand Pits, Smithy and Quarry) 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

 - New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

 - Site is agricultural and development would lead to the loss of 26ha of productive land.  
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.   

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

 
- Site is located away from areas of primary and secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s 

Areas of Multiple Environmental Sensitivity 
- This site is located to the west of the A444 which forms the western extent of Swadlincote.  Development 

past this defensible boundary could represent a significant intrusion into the countryside. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

 

- The site is bounded to the east by Burton Road and the Cadley Hill Site.  And to the west by the National 
Forest Railway line. 

- The site lies within The National Forest and would contribute towards new tree planting and habitat 
creation which would account for >30% of the site. 

- New strategic landscaping along the railway line and northern edge of site to reduce landscape effects 
Version 1a 
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S0277: Land to the rear of Station Street, Castle Gresley 
Description: 
 
The site is located within Swadlincote and is 3.3km 
from Swadlincote Town Centre and 8.3km from Burton 
Town Centre. 
 
It is a greenfield site measuring 3.4ha and is in single 
ownership. 
 

 

 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

 - Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

 - The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 300m of 
the site Castle Gresley Wetland SD286.  

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

 - There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site.   

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

 
- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 

evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting. 
- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 

location. 
Will it protect sites of geological 
importance?  - There are no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

 - Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs.  

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

 
- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 

scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

 - Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need?  - The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 

Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period.  
Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes?  - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes.  

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people?  - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities.  
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing?  - Development could provide open space and leisure provision both on site and within 1200m of the site, 

including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

 - Development could make some contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is located within 400m of the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles?  - The site is located adjacent to a sports pitch and within 400m of the services at Castleton Park, but more 

than 1200m from a primary school. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime?  

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents?  - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

 
- The nearest secondary school is Pingle School which is has some capacity with 1045 pupils attending the 

school with a capacity of 1376 pupils. 
- The catchment school within this area is Pennine Way School which is exceeding capacity with 338 pupils 

attending the school with a capacity of 298 pupils. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

 - Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

 
- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 

around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings. There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

 - The site would be within 400m of a half hourly bus service. 
- There is a metalled footpath along Station Street which could connect the site to the surrounding area. 

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport. 

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

 
- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 

provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

 - It is not known what impact development would have on highway congestion.  This would need to be the 
subject of a Transport Assessment.  

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

 
- Site will be within 400m of a half hourly bus service. 
- There is a metalled footpath along Station Street which could connect the site to the surrounding area. 

There is no off-road cycle path adjacent to the site, although a route exists through the National Forest 
site to the south of the railway line. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure?  

-  Stanton WWTW which would serve this site has some spare capacity. 
- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 

area. 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
- Access to the site is constrained as the point of access is narrow.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new 
businesses or existing 
businesses to grow? 

 
- Could provide limited support the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 

selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan 

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

 - Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis.  

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District?  - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage 
economic diversification?  

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. - Inclusion of 

appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the 
provision of an adequate 
supply of employment 
land and protect existing 
viable employment sites? 

 - Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

 - Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities?  - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site.  

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development?  

- This is predominantly greenfield and will not regenerate the existing built up area, 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers. No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

 - Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of 
materials? 

 
- The site  is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse demolition waste materials on site  
- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 

operation phases of development 
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling?  

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent 
to landfill? 

 
- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 

bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

 - It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations.  

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the 
need for land won 
primary minerals 
including sand and 
gravel? 

 
- There is very limited potential to reuse demolition waste onsite (from the existing dwelling), although the 

use of materials used overall could be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 
 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

 
- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 

part G of the building regulations.  
- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 

would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = Yes 

- Ensure 
development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? 
- Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and use, although 

given the scale and nature of development and its location adjoining the urban area, impacts are unlikely 
to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to a slight increase in noise levels locally, during site development and use, 
although given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield 
- Site is likely to be Grade 3 good to moderate quality or Grade 4 poor quality agricultural land. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

-  Site lies within Flood Zone 1 and will have no discernible impact on flood risk. 
- There is a small area of intermediate and more susceptible surface water flooding at the western end of 

the site.  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development will conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at greenfield field levels 
through the use of a SuDs scheme.  Redevelopment of the brownfield part of the site would normally be 
expected to result in reduced run off rates, although this will be dependent upon the design of the 
scheme.  

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- Site is located within 400m of a half hourly bus service.  
- The site is adjacent to a sports pitch and within 400m of services at Castleton Park, but more than 1200m 

from Pennine Way primary school. 
- Nearest major employment site is within 3km at Cadley Hill. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- Development would be unlikely to affect the setting of any conservation area or listed building.  
- No HERs are located within the site 
- Impacts could be dependent on the detailed design and layout of the scheme. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is greenfield 
-  Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Site is located within an area of low sensitivity according to the County Councils Areas of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity 

- The site is located within the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfields Landscape Character Area. 
- There are a few trees within the site.  
-

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- Site is contained by existing development to the north, trees and hedgerows to the east and west and a 
railway line to the south. 

- There are some trees within the site 
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision. 
- Uncertain effect identified due to lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout.  

Version 1a 
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S0005: Goseley Estate Extension, Woodville 

Description: 
The site lies adjacent to Woodville and the Goseley Estate.  
Swadlincote town centre lies 2.4 km to the south west of the 
site.   
The site comprises agricultural fields, which are interspersed 
by trees and hedgerows along the field boundaries.  The 
southern boundary of the site is bordered by residential 
development, and there are a number of buildings within the 
site along the eastern boundary.  Woodville Road borders 
the site to the west. 
] 

The site extends 20ha and is in multiple ownership. There is 
thought to be a low level of developer interest in the site. 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

- The site is located around 350m to the north of Woodville Railway Cutting County Wildlife Site (SD026) 
and is unlikely to affect this site.  A former site (Hartshorne Meadow SD093), which is located on the 
Southern Boundary of the site, has been removed from the wildlife site register 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 300m of the site. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting. However 
20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 
Location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Sites could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in  respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 
scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable home subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disable 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development  could provide new open and recreational space on site, including through National Forest 
tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- The site is located around 1200m (depending on access) from the Burton Road Health Centre.  
Development could help fund improvements to local medical facilities.  

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- The site is within 800m of a sports pitch and within 1200m of Hartshorne Primary School, however over 
1200m of Woodville Primary School. There is no local centre within Woodville, the site is within 1200m of 
a library school and convenience store and post office,  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue 
- Would be largely determined by design and layout of any site 

- Ensure that 
development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 

Will it reduce the number of 
people involved in accidents - Development would have an uncertain effect in respect of dealing with safety issues around the site 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

- The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- The normal area Primary School is Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 316 pupils.  

- Hartshorne Parish School has limited space capacity with 101 pupils attending the school with a capacity 
of 112 pupils.  

- Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure 
development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.  

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA 
proposed by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. However the 
viability impact of the heavy planting, gradient, public sewer and overhead power lines would need further 
assessment.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site adjoins the existing Goseley Estate to the urban area of Swadlincote.  The nearest local centre is 
Woodville within 1500m of the site. Hourly bus service within 400m of the site.    

- There are some local facilities (including convenience and other shops, cashpoint, outdoor sports 
provision and  health centre within 1.5km) 

- Secondary school provision Granville (1.5km) - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Growth could support the provision of new education, open space and sports provision and would support 
existing health care provision and shops in Woodville.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- Impact unknown, development could have an impact on traffic congestion around Clock Island..  

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- There is a hourly bus service between Swadlincote and Derby serving this area, 
- There is limited potential for off road cycling provision in this area.  

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements 

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area 

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 
selling new homes during site build out.  Would have less significant benefits following site build out. 

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth in this area is unlikely to have any discernible effect in respect of supporting the 
rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site would be unlikely to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to  
Woodville Local 
centre 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- Site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up areas  
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during construction phase 
- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 

operation phases of development. 
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 
bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 
part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design. 
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to the lack of detailed about design of the 
scheme.  
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and occupation but 
this would be consistent with surrounding land uses. 

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield   
- Based on agricultural land classification maps held by the Authority land would be Grade 4. And is not 

Best and Most Versatile.   
-  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

- Site is located within flood zone 1 
- Within the north of the site lies an area less susceptible to surface water flooding and less, intermediate 

and more susceptible to surface water flooding within the south of the site. However there is no indication 
of surface water flooding within the majority of the site. 

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield field levels.  In the absence of any drainage strategy for the site an engineered SUDS solution 
is assumed.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- The site is well related to an hourly bus service (bus stops within 400m) and within 1km of employment 
land.  The site is within 800m of a sports pitch. There is no local centre within Woodville, the site is within 
1200m of a library school and convenience store and post office.  

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- HERS site 20236 located within development area 
- Potential for below ground archaeology  

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural ad leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is productive agricultural land. 

- Inclusion of 
landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.   

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Site is located in an area of secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity 

- Development in this location would be visible from higher ground to the north, due to local landform and 
prominence of the site  
The site is well connected to the urban area of Woodville, however it is not contained by urban form, and 
development would expand into the open countryside and have the effect of closing the gap between 
Hartshorne and Woodville.   

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The eastern part of the site comprises of scrub and could help screen the site from views to the east.  
- There is also an extensive are of immature woodland and scrub close to the southern edge of the site 
- Given the extent of scrub and woodland on site much of this could be lost through site development. 

Version 1a 
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S0016: Land between High Street and Hartshorne Road, Woodville
Description: 

The site lies adjacent to the built up area of Woodville. Swadlincote 
town centre is 2km away to the west. Burton upon Trent town 
centre is 10km to the north west.   

The site comprises vacant land, heavily planted with a footpath 
across the site.  The site is 3.36ha in size.  The site is in single 
ownership and there is a high level of developer interest in the site. 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally/ nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

- Retention of 
existing habitats 
and protection of 
habitats and 
species including 
hedgerows and 
trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important non-statutory 
wildlife sites? 

- The site is covered by County Wildlife Site SD026 Woodville disused railway. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site, including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No master plan of the site has been submitted however the SHLAA suggestion forms states that land can 
be allocate don the site for tree planting. 

- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planning and landscaping given the National Forest 
location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological site within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with 
H19 and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- The SHLAA suggestion form suggests that the site could deliver affordable housing. Any given local plan 
requirements, development would be likely to deliver a range off house sizes. 

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring back empty homes into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on 
site and within 1200m of the site, including through National Forest planting. 

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- Development would make some contribution towards the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is located in Woodville, 0.8km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- Site is within 1200m of a primary school and recreation ground. There is no centre within Woodville, 
however the site is located within 800m of a convenience store, library, public house, however is within 
1200m of a post office. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - It is not known what impact development would have on accident numbers. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

-  The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- The nearest Primary School is Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils attending the 

school with a capacity of 316 pupils. 

- Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure 
development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.  

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District? 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver few affordable housing, the SHLAA suggestion form 
sates that affordable housing could be provided on site. And the SHLAA prepared by the Authority 
Indicated that the site could be viable for housing development. However the impact of the heavy 
planting, stream and gradient on viability would need further assessment.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There are some local facilities nearby  (including a primary school, doctors, convenience store, post 

office, public house, library) 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Hartshorne road, which would connect the site to the 

surrounding area.  - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new, or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Strategic growth could support the provision of new education, open space and sports provision and 
healthcare. Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport provision but could 
help sustain existing services.  

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by site 
promoters 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport, walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- It is not known what impact development would have on the highway network, although it 
could have a detrimental impact on congestion at the A511/A514 Clock roundabout junction. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service.  
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Hartshorne road, which would connect the site to the 

surrounding area 
- There is no established cycle route adjacent to this site, although its development could assist in the 

delivery of a proposed greenway. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements.  

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area. 

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out. 

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within the Swadlincote Urban Area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in 
respect of encouraging growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or serviced within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is greenfield and will not regenerate the existing built up areas. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally, or locally produced construction materials, such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during the construction 
phase.   

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites, although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management, such as composting 
bins, or space beyond standard requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals, including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site, to ensure that the use is below what 
is required by part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge, although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

- It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the 
scheme.  

- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally, during site development and use, although 
given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development, although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses. 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield, although had previously had a railway track running through the site. 
- Site is likely to be grade 4 poor quality agricultural land. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

- Site lies within Flood Zone 1. 
- Within the south of the site  lies an area of less and intermediate susceptibility of surface water flooding 

and a small area of more susceptibility of surface water flooding and a small area less susceptible to 
surface water flooding within the north west boundary of the site  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield field levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- Site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. The site is located within 800m of a convenience 
store, a library, public house and 1200m of a primary school, sport pitch and post office. 

- The site is located 1.6km from Granville Sports Colleague.  
-  Site lies within 2km of the nearest major employment area. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation. 

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- Development is unlikely to affect the setting of the village conservation area or any listed buildings. 
- No HERS are located within the site, however HERS2810, 28135 and 28121 are adjacent to the site. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- Development could improve access to National Forest which is an important cultural and leisure resource 
within the District. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is wholly greenfield. 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Area is located in an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of multiple 
environment sensitivity 

- Site is covered by TPO 207.  
- The site contains pylons and has steep banks. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contained by existing development to the north, west and south and by trees and hedgerows to 
the east. 

- TPO 207 covers the site. 
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S0058: Land adjacent Broomy Farm, Woodville Road, Hartshorne
Description: 

The site lies between Woodville Road and Broomy Farm, 
Woodville. Swadlincote town centre is 2.5km away to the south 
west. Burton upon Trent town centre is 10km to the north west.  

The site comprises a paddock in good condition together with farm 
buildings and is 0.7ha in size.  The site is in single ownership and 
there is a medium level of developer interest in the site. 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally/ nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of 
existing habitats 
and protection of 
habitats and 
species including 
hedgerows and 
trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important non-statutory 
wildlife sites? 

- The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 700m of 
Woodville Disused Railway. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site, including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No information held.  The developer has not provided the council with a site master plan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.   

- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 
location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological site within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Sites would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with 
H19 and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in  respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 
size of the site, the site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable house, however due 
to local plan requirements the site will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision 
within 1200m of the site, including through National Forest planting. 

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- Development could make some contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 3km of the site. The nearest GP is located within 1.5km of the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- Site is within 1200m of a sports pitch and within 1200m of a primary school within Hartshorne (however is 
in excess of 1200m of a primary school within Woodville. There is no centre within Woodville or 
Hartshorne, the site is in excess of 1200m of post office, a convenience store and library, however the 
site is within 800m of a public house within Hartshorne. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - It is not known what impact development would have on accident numbers. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

-  The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils attending the school with a capacity 
of 316 pupils. 

- Hartshorne Primary School, which has limited space capacity with 101 pupils attending the school with a 
capacity of 112 pupils 

- Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure 
development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan 

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District? 

- The site would make no contribution towards the delivery of affordable housing, due to the size of the site. 
- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service. 
- There are some local facilities nearby  (including a primary school, doctors, convenience store, post 

office, public house, library) 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Woodville Road which could connect the site to the 

surrounding area. - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new, or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Development could make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 
provision and healthcare. Development on this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters. 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport, walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- It is unlikely that development on this scale would have a significant impact on the operation 
of the highway network. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- The site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Woodville Road which could connect the site to the 

surrounding area. 
- There is no off-road cycle route adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements.  

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area. 

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within the Swadlincote Urban Area is unlikely to have nay tangible effect in 
respect of encouraging growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is greenfield and therefore will not regenerate the land.  
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally, or locally produced construction materials, such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during the construction 
phase.   

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites, although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management, such as composting 
bins, or space beyond standard requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals, including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site, to ensure that the use is below what 
is required by part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge, although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally, during site development and use, although 
given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development, although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses. 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield 
- Site is likely to be Grade 3, good to moderate quality and/or Grade4 poor quality agricultural land. - None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

-  Site lies within Flood Zone 1. 
- The northern boundary of the site is less susceptible to surface water flooding and a small area on the 

north east boundary has an intermediate susceptibility to surface water flooding. However within the 
majority of the site there is no indication of surface water flooding.  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

-  The site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service. Site is within 1200m of a sports pitch and within 
1200m of a primary school within Hartshorne (however is in excess of 1200m of a primary school within 
Woodville. There is no centre within Woodville or Hartshorne, the site is in excess of 1200m of post office, 
a convenience store and library, and however the site is within 800m of a public house within Hartshorne. 

- Granville Sports Colleague is located 2.3km from the site. 
- The nearest major employment site lies within 2km at Woodville. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- Development is unlikely to affect the setting of the village conservation area or any listed buildings. 
- No HERS sites are located within the site 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- Development could improve access to the National Forest which is an important cultural and leisure 
resource within the District. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is wholly greenfield. 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Area is located in an area of secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of multiple 
environment sensitivity 

- The site is located within the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfield Landscape Character Area. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contained by Woodville Road and trees to the south, trees and hedgerows to the north east 
and hedgerows to the west. 

- This land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision.   
- Uncertain effect identified due to the lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout. 
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S0092: Site off Edward Street, Hartshorne
Description: 

The site lies to the east of Edward Street and is contiguous to the 
built settlement of Woodville.  Swadlincote town centre is 
approximately 2.5km away to the west. Burton upon Trent town 
centre is 10km to the north west.   

The site of 1.3ha comprises agricultural land.  The site is in single 
ownership and currently there is no developer interest in the site. 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally/ nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of 
existing habitats 
and protection of 
habitats and 
species including 
hedgerows and 
trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important non-statutory 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is located within 300m of County Wildlife Site of SD026 Woodville Disused Railway. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site, including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No information held.  The developer has not provided the council with a site master plan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.   

- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the sites National 
Forest location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological site within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with 
H19 and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in  respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 
scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development could make a contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on site and 
within 1200m of the site, including  through National Forest tree planting. 

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- Development would make some contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 3km of the site. The nearest GP is located in Woodville 1.5km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- Site is located within 800m of a sports pitch; however is in excess of 1200m of a primary school. There is 
no village centre within Woodville, however the site is in excess of 1200m of a library, convenience store, 
post office and pub. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - It is not known what impact development will have on accident numbers. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

-  The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- The nearest Primary School is Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils attending the 

school with a capacity of 316 pupils. 

- Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure 
development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.  

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District? 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites of over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA  
prepared by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- Site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service 
- There are some local facilities nearby  (including a primary school, doctors, convenience store, post 

office, public house, library) 
- There is no metaled footpath immediately adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the 

surrounding area. - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new, or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Development could make some contribution toward the provision of education, open space and sports 
provision and healthcare. Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services and facilities has been provided in respect of this site by 
promoters.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport, walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- Development would have an uncertain impact on the highways network 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- Site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service 
- There is no metalled footpath immediately adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the 

surrounding area. 
- There is no established cycle route adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

a. Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements. 

b. The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband.
c. Access to the site is constrained due to the 5 metre entrance to the field and access being required

through another SHLAA site.
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out. 

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within the Swadlincote Urban Area is unlikely to have nay tangible effect on 
respect of encouraging growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

d. Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up areas. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally, or locally produced construction materials, such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during the construction 
phase.   

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites, although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management, such as composting 
bins, or space beyond standard requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals, including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site, to ensure that the use is below what 
is required by part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge, although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the service. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally, during site development and use, although 
given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to a slight increase in noise levels locally during site development, although 
post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield 
- Site is likely to be grade 4 poor agricultural land. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

-  Site lies within Flood Zone 1 
- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the majority of the site, however part of the site is less 

susceptible to surface water flooding. 

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- The site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service. There is no centre within Woodville, however the 
site is located within 800m of a sports pitch, however is in excess of 1200m of a primary school, a library, 
convenience store, post office and pub. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation..  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- Development is unlikely to affect the setting of a conservation area of any listed buildings 
- No HERS sites are located within the site 

-  Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- Development could improve access to the National Forest which is an important cultural and leisure 
resource within the District. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is wholly greenfield. 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Area is located in an area of secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of multiple 
environment sensitivity 

- The site is located within the Leicestershire and Coalfield Landscape Character Assessment. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contained by exiting development to the west and hedgerows to the north, east and south. 
- Hedgerows, trees or other landscape elements could contribute towards integrating new development into 

the landscape.   
- This land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision.   
- Uncertain effect identified due to the lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout. 
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S0102: Butt Farm, Woodville 
Description: 
The Butt Farm site lies adjacent to the urban area of Woodville.  
Woodville shopping facilities are less than 0.8 km away on High 
Street.  Swadlincote town centre is 2.6 km away and Burton town 
centre is 10.1 km to the west. The A511 (Ashby Road) which runs 
to the south of the site leads to the A42 at Ashby, and towards 
Swadlincote in the other direction. 

The site comprises of agricultural fields interspersed with 
hedgerows and trees along its boundaries and extends some 
16.1ha.  There are telegraph poles that lie across the site.  There is 
residential development around the majority of the site boundaries, 
though not to the north east which is bordered by open countryside.
The site is in single ownership and there is a high level of developer 
interest in this site.   

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

- The site is adjacent to Woodville Railway Cutting County Wildlife Site (SD026), and a small area of this site 
is located within the site boundary. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 300m of the site. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site masterplan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting. 20% of the 
sites would need to be passed over to tree planning and landscaping give the National Forest location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological sites within this area or within 1km of the site 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Sites could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in  respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 
scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disable 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development  could provide new open and recreational facilities on site, including through National Forest 
tree planting. 

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- The site is located around 1200m (depending on access) from the Burton Road Health Centre.  
Development could help fund improvements to local medical facilities.  

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- Site is located within 800m of local centre and 800m of a primary school (although this is unlikely to be 
able to accommodate growth) and 1000m of a sports pitch.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue 
- Would be largely determined by design and layout of any site 

- Ensure that 
development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 

Will it reduce the number of 
people involved in accidents - Impact of accident numbers is unknown. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

- The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- The nearest Primary School is Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 316 pupils. 

- Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure 
development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.  

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at round 
30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared by the 
Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. 

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area, 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site adjoins the existing Goseley Estate and the urban area of Swadlincote.  The nearest local centre 
is Woodville within 800m of the site. Bus stops are located just outside the site on the A514 and A511 
within 400m of the site.    

- There are some local facilities (including convenience and other shops, cashpoint, outdoor sports 
provision and  health centre within 800m) 

- Secondary school provision Granville (1.0km) 
- There are employment opportunities within 2km of the site.  

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Strategic growth could support the provision of new education, open space and sports provision and 
would support existing health care provision and shops in Woodville.  

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- Impact unknown, although it is likely  that there would be an impact on traffic congestion at the 
A511/A514 Clock roundabout junction.   

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- There is an hourly bus service between Swadlincote and Derby and between Burton and Coalville. There 
no established off road cycle routes in this location, although development of the site could assist in the 
delivery of such a link.  

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements 

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area.   

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 
selling new homes during site build out.  Would have less significant benefits following site build out. 

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth in this area is unlikely to have any discernible effect in respect of supporting the 
rural economy.  

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
village centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- Site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up areas  
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during construction phase 
- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 

operation phases of development 
- Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 
bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 
part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design. 
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to the lack of detail about design of the 
scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Surface and Ground Water 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development and occupation but 
this would be consistent with surrounding land uses. 

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield   
- Based on agricultural land classification maps held by the Authority land would be Grade 4. And is not 

Best and Most Versatile.   
-  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

- Site lies within flood zone 1. 
- Within the majority of the site there is no indication of surface water flooding however there is an area of 

less and intermediate susceptibility to surface water flooding (within the north of the site). 

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield field levels.  In the absence of any drainage strategy for the site an engineered SUDS solution 
is assumed.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- The site is well related to an hourly bus service (bus stops within 400m), local centre within 800m and 
employment land (site within 2km).   

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- Multiple HERS records within site including HERS 28129, 28121, 28111, 28120, 28110. 
- There is potential for below ground archaeology in this area 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural ad leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is productive agricultural land. 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.   

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Site is located in an area of primary and secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of 
Multiple Environmental Sensitivity 

- Development in this location would be visible from higher ground to the north, due to local landform 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- There are a number of well-established hedgerows or tree belts on the eastern edge of the site, which 
could help tie new development into the wider landscape.    

- Development could negatively impact local landform which may not be amenable to development.   There 
are topographical constraints as the site slopes down towards Vale Road and steeply up towards the 
A511.  

Version 1a 
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S0135: Land at Bretby View, Goseley Estate Hartshorne
Description: 

The site lies to the east of Bell Lane and is contiguous to the built 
settlement of Woodville.  Swadlincote town centre is approximately 
2.5km away to the west. Burton upon Trent town centre is 10km to 
the north west.   

The site comprises agricultural land and is 1.28ha in size.  . The site 
is currently in single ownership and currently there is no developer 
interest in the site. 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally/ nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of 
existing habitats 
and protection of 
habitats and 
species including 
hedgerows and 
trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important non-statutory 
wildlife sites? 

- The site is located within 300m of SD026 Woodville disused railway. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site, including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No information held.  The developer has not provided the council with a site master plan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.   

- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the sites National 
Forest location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological site within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Sites could contribute toward the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with 
H19 and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 
scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable home subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development could make a contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on site and 
within 1200m, including through National Forest tree planting. 

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

-  Development would make some contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is located in Woodville 1.1km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- Site is located within 800m of a sports pitch, however is in excess of 1200m a primary school. There is no 
centre within Woodville, however the site is in excess of 1200m of a library service, post office, public 
house and convenience store.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - Impacts unknown. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

- The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- The nearest Primary School is Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 316 pupils.   

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District? 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There are some local facilities nearby  (including a primary school, doctors, convenience store, post 

office, public house, library) 
- There is no footpath immediately adjacent to the site. The closet footpath is on Elmsdale Road. 

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport

Will it help deliver new, or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Development could make some contribution toward the provision of education, open space and sports 
provision and healthcare. Development of this scale would be unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services and facilities has been provided in respect of this site by 
promoters.   

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport, walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- Development would have an uncertain impact on the  highway network. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is no footpath immediately adjacent to the site. The closet footpath is on Elmsdale Road. 
- There is no established off-road cycle route adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements.  

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area. 

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within the Swadlincote Urban Area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in 
respect of encouraging growth in the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up areas. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally, or locally produced construction materials, such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during the construction 
phase.   

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites, although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management, such as composting 
bins, or space beyond standard requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals, including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site, to ensure that the use is below what 
is required by part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge, although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally, during site development and use, although 
given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development, although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses. 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield. 
- The site is likely to be Grade 4 poor quality agricultural land.  -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

- Site lies within Flood Zone 1. 
- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site. 

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- The site is within 400m of an hourly bus service.  The site is located within 800m of a sports pitch and in 
excess of 1200m of a primary school. There is no centre within Woodville, however the site is in excess of 
1200m of a convenience store, public house, post offices and library. 

- The site is located 2.3km from Granville Sports College. 
- Site lies within 2km of the nearest major employment site, at Woodville. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- Development is unlikely to affect the setting of the village conservation area or any listed buildings. 
- No HERS sites are located within the site 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- Development could improve access to the National Forest which is an important cultural and leisure 
resource within the District. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is wholly greenfield. 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Area is located in an area of secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of multiple 
environment sensitivity 

- The site is located within the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfields Landscape Character Area. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contained by existing development and hedgerows  to the north and west, hedgerows to the 
east and is open to the south 

- This land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision.   
- Uncertain effect identified due to the lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout. 
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S0146a: Land west of Vale Road and Edward Street, Hartshorne
Description: 

The site lies west and north west of Vale Road and Edward Street 
and is within the built settlement of Woodville.  Swadlincote town 
centre is approximately 2.5km away to the west. Burton upon Trent 
town centre is 10km to the north west.   

The site comprises open space with trees on site.  The site area is 
1.54ha.  The site is in single ownership and at present there is no 
developer interest in the site. 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally/ nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of 
existing habitats 
and protection of 
habitats and 
species including 
hedgerows and 
trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important non-statutory 
wildlife sites? 

- The majority of the site is covered by County Wildlife site SD026 Woodville Disused railway. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site, including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No information held.  The developer has not provided the council with a site master plan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.   

- 20% of the site would need to passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 
location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological site within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Sites could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with 
H19 and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 
scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable housing subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on 
site and within 1200m of the site, including through National Forest Tree Planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- Development could make some contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is located in Woodville 0.9km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- Site is located within 800m of a sports pitch and within 1200m of a primary school. There is no centre 
within Woodville however the site is located within 800m of a library, a convenience store and pub, and 
within 1200m of a post office.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of the 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue.  
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - Impact unknown. 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

- The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- The nearest Primary School is Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 316 pupils. 

- Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure 
development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.  

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District? 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings, subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA 
prepared by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development. However further 
assessment of the impact of the gradient constraint on viability would be required. 

- There is an identified need for affordable housing.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There are some local facilities nearby  (including a primary school, doctors, convenience store, post 

office, public house, library) 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Hartshorne road, which would connect the site to the 

surrounding area. - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new, or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Development could make some contribution toward the provision of education, open space and sports 
provision. Development of this scale would be unlikely to deliver improved public transport provision but 
could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services and facilities has been provided in respect of this site by 
promoters.   

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport, walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- Development will have an uncertain impact on the highway network. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site on Hartshorne road, which would connect the site to the 

surrounding area. 
- There is no established off road cycle route adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements.  

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area. 

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within the Swadlincote Urban Area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in 
respect of encouraging growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up areas. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally, or locally produced construction materials, such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during the construction 
phase.   

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites, although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management, such as composting 
bins, or space beyond standard requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals, including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site, to ensure that the use is below what 
is required by part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge, although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally, during site development and use, although 
given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to a slight temporary increase in noise levels locally during site 
development. Although post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses. 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield,  
- Site is likely to be Grade 4 poor agricultural land. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

- Site lies within Flood Zone 1 
- There are areas of less susceptibility and intermediate susceptibility along the western boundary of the 

site.  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield field levels.  

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. There is no village centre within Woodville, 
however the site is located within 800m of a sports pitch, library, convenience store, pub and within 
1200m of a primary school and post office. 

- The site is located within 1.7km of Granville Sports College.  
- Site lies within 2km of the nearest major employment site. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation. 

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- Development is unlikely to affect the setting of the village conservation area or any listed buildings. 
- No HERS sites are located within the site. HERS28120 is located within 65m of the site. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- Development could improve access to the National Forest which is an important cultural and leisure 
resource within the District. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is wholly greenfield. 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- The majority of the area is located within in an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Councils 
Area of Multiple Environmental Sensitivity. However a small section if located within secondary sensitivity. 

-  There is a deep ditch that runs through the site and also the site slopes upwards in the southern section. 
- TPO207 covers the site. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contained by Hartshorne Road to the north, existing development to the east, woodland to the 
west. 

- TPO207 covers the site. 
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S0150: Site at OS Fields 7100 & 8400, Ashby Road, Blackfordby
Description: 

The site lies north of Ashby Road (A511), contiguous with the built 
up area of Woodville and up to The Greyhound Public House. 
Swadlincote town centre is approximately 3km away to the west. 
Burton upon Trent town centre is 10.5km to the north west.   

The site comprises agricultural grazing land and is 1.82ha in size.   
The site is in single ownership and there is a high level of developer 
interest in the site. 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally/ nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of 
existing habitats 
and protection of 
habitats and 
species including 
hedgerows and 
trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important non-statutory 
wildlife sites? 

- The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 500m of 
SD210 – Station Road/Vale Road. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site, including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- Information submitted with the sites SHLAA suggestion form states that appropriate landscaping can be 
p[provided to ensure the development is appropriate within the National Forest. 

- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 
location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological site within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with 
H19 and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 
scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision both 
on-site and within 1200m, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- Development would make some contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities 
within 3km of the site.  

- The nearest GP is located in Woodville 1.3km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- Site is located within 1.2km of a primary school and sports pitch. 
- There is no centre within Woodville however the site is located within 800m of a public house, within 

1200m of a post office, however is within excess of 1200m of a library and convenience store. 

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

-  The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- The nearest Primary School is Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils attending the 

school with a capacity of 316 pupils. 

- Continue liaising 
will local Schools 
and LEA to 
establish impact. 

- Ensure 
development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.  

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District? 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues, although the site SHLAA prepared 
by the Authority indicates that the site could be viable for housing development.    

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- Site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- The site is within 1200m of the primary school and post office, but more than 1200m from the library and 

a convenience store.   
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the surrounding area.  

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new, or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Development could make some contribution toward the provision of education, open space and sports 
provision and health. Development of this scale would be unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services and facilities has been provided in respect of this site by 
promoters.   

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport, walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- It is not known what impact development in this location would have on the road network, although there 
may be some detrimental impact on the A511/A514 Clock roundabout. 

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- Site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There is a metalled footpath adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the surrounding area. 
- There is no established off road cycle route adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements.  

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area. 

- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.    

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within the Swadlincote Urban Area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in 
respect of encouraging growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is not previously developed and will not regenerate existing built up areas. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally, or locally produced construction materials, such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during the construction 
phase.   

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites, although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management, such as composting 
bins, or space beyond standard requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals, including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site, to ensure that the use is below what 
is required by part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge, although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the service. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally, during site development and use, although 
given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development, although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses. 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield 
- Site is likely to be Grade 3 good to moderate quality agricultural land or Grade 4 poor quality agricultural 

land. 
-  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

-  Site lies within Flood Zone 1 
- There is no indication of surface water flooding within the majority of the site, however two small areas to 

the north of the site are less susceptible to surface water flooding. 

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform with existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. There is no village centre within Woodville , 
however the site is located within 800m of a public house, within1200m of a primary school, sports pitch 
and post office and in excess of 1200m of a library and convenience store.  

- The site is located within 2.25km of Granville Sports College. 
- Site lies within 2km of the nearest major employment site, in Woodville. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation.  

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- Development is unlikely to affect the setting of any conservation area or any listed buildings. 
- No HERS sites are located within the site 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- Development could improve access to the National Forest which is an important cultural and leisure 
resource within the District. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is wholly greenfield. 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained 

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Area is located in an area of lower sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of multiple 
environment sensitivity 

- The site is located within the Melbourne Parklands Landscape Character Area.  

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contained by existing development to the west and east, trees hedgerows and Ashby Road to 
the east and hedgerows to the north. 

- This land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision.   
- Uncertain effect identified due to the lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout. 
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S0210: Land between Woodville & Vale Road, Hartshorne
Description: 

The site lies to the east of Finch Close and south of Vale Road, 
contiguous with the built up area of Woodville. Swadlincote town 
centre is approximately 2km away to the west. Burton upon Trent 
town centre is 10km to the north west.   

The site, measuring 3.2 ha, comprises vacant land, which was 
previously used as an industrial site, with buildings demolished in 
1970s. It is in single ownership and there is high developer interest 
in the site. 

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally/ nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of 
existing habitats 
and protection of 
habitats and 
species including 
hedgerows and 
trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important non-statutory 
wildlife sites? 

- County Wildlife site SD026 Woodville Disused Railway covers the site. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site.  

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site, including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No information held.  The developer has not provided the council with a site master plan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.   

- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 
location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological site within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with 
H19 and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in  respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 
scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring back empty homes into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on 
site and within 1200m of the site, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- Development would make a contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities within 
1.2km of the site. The nearest GP is in Woodville 1km from the site.  

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- The site is located within 800m of a sports pitch and primary school, a library, a convenience store, a 
public house and a post office.   

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

- The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- The nearest Primary School is Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 316 pupils. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District? 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites of over 15 dwellings, subject to wider viability issues. Although the site SHLAA 
prepared by the Authority indicated that the site could be viable for housing development. However the 
impact on viability of the gradient and other physical constraints would require further assessment.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service.  
- There are some local facilities nearby  (including a primary school, doctors, convenience store, post 

office, public house, library) 
- There is no metaled footpath adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the surrounding area. 

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new, or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Development could make some contribution toward the provision of education, open space and sports 
provision and healthcare. Development on this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services.  

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided by site promoters, but it is unlikely 
that services would be provided within a site of this scale. 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport, walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- It is not known what impact development will have on the highway network, although it has potential to 
have a detrimental impact on the A511/A514 Clock roundabout.    

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. However the site requires access to other 
SHLAA sites to be able to reach the bus services.  

- There is no metaled footpath adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the surrounding area. 
- There is a PROW within the site giving access to Station Road. 
- There is no established cycle route adjacent to this site, although it may provide the opportunity to 

develop one of the links proposed in the Greenway Strategy for South Derbyshire. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements.  

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area. 

- Access to the site is constrained due to access being required through adjacent SHLAA sites. 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within Swadlincote Urban Area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect of 
encouraging growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is greenfield and will not regenerate existing built up areas. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally, or locally produced construction materials, such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during the construction 
phase.   

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites, although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management, such as composting 
bins, or space beyond standard requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals, including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site, to ensure that the use is below what 
is required by part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge, although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally, during site development and use, although 
given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to a slight temporary increase in noise levels locally during site 
development, although post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses. 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield 
- Site is likely to be Grade 4 poor quality agricultural land. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

-  The site lies within Flood Zone 1. 
- There is no indication of surface water flooding within the majority of the site. However the  north east 

boundary has an intermediate susceptibility to surface water flooding and a small area within the centre of 
the site is less susceptible to surface water flooding.  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform to existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield field levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. There is no centre within Woodville however the 
site is located within 800m of a library service, a sports pitch, a convenience store, a public house, a post 
office and primary school.  The site is located within 1.8km of Granville Sports College.  

- Site is within 2km of the nearest major employment site. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation, 

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- Development is unlikely to affect the setting of the village conservation area or any listed buildings. 
- HERS0210 and 28121 are located within the site and HERS28135 is located within 20m of the site and 

HERS28129 is located within 10m of the site. 
- Impacts could be dependent on the detailed design and layout of the scheme. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- Development could improve access to the National Forest which is an important cultural and leisure 
resource within the District. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is wholly greenfield. 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Area is located in an area of secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of multiple 
environment sensitivity. 

- The site is located within the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfield area.  
- TPO 207 covers the site. 
- Part of the site slopes towards Vale Road and there are pylons and a stream running through the site. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contained by development and woodland to the north, woodland to the west and trees and 
hedgerows to the south. The site is open to the south. 

- TPO207 covers the site 
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S0280: Land to the rear of 131 Woodville Road, Hartshorne
Description: 

The site lies to the east of Finch Close and south of Vale Road, 
contiguous with the built up area of Woodville. Swadlincote town 
centre is approximately 2km away to the west. Burton upon Trent 
town centre is 10km to the north west.   

The site comprises of greenfield land, with outbuildings and a 
vegetable patch. It extends some 0.66ha and is currently in single 
ownership. There is no developer interest in the site.  

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally/ nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation.   

- Retention of 
existing habitats 
and protection of 
habitats and 
species including 
hedgerows and 
trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important non-statutory 
wildlife sites? 

- The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located over 600m 
away from SD026 Woodville Disused railway. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- No records held indicating protected or BAP species within 100m of the site. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site, including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No information held.  The developer has not provided the council with a site master plan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.   

- 20% of the site would need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the National Forest 
location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There is no regionally important geological site within this area or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with 
H19 and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect of likely mix proposed on site, although given the 
scale of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision 
for affordable homes subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups? 

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and is deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring back empty homes into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Development could make a limited contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on 
site, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility to 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- Development would make a contribution toward the provision or expansion of healthcare facilities within 
3km of the site. The nearest GP is in Woodville 1.5km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- The site is located within 800m of a sports pitch and within 1200m of a library, but in excess of 1200m of 
a primary school, convenience store and post office.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue. 
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

- The nearest secondary school is Granville which has some spare capacity with 558 pupils attending the 
school with a capacity of 830. 

- The nearest Primary School is Woodville Primary School which has some capacity with 283 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 316 pupils. 

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist 
those working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District? 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new affordable housing in this area most likely at 
around 30% on sites of over 15 dwellings, subject to wider viability issues. Although the site SHLAA 
prepared by the Authority indicated that the site could be viable for housing development. However the 
impact on viability of access to the site  would require further assessment.  

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service.  
- It is within 800m of a sports pitch and 1200m of a library, but more than 1200m from a convenience store, 

post office and primary school. 
- There is no metaled footpath adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the surrounding area.  

- Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new, or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Development could potentially make some contribution toward the provision of education, open space 
and sports provision and healthcare. Development on this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public 
transport provision but could help sustain existing services.  

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided by site promoters. 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport, walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- It is unlikely that development on this scale would have any significant impact on highway congestion.   

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- The site is located within 400m of an hourly bus service. However access to the site is unknown. 
- There is no metaled footpath adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the surrounding area. 
- There is no off road cycle route adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Milton WWTW which would serve this site is currently operating above its consented headroom and 
further development would need to be supported by capacity improvements.  

- There are no known requirements for additional water supply or electricity network improvements in this 
area. 

- Access to the site is constrained due to unknown access to the site. 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband. 
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limited support to the construction industry and other business involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have less significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within Swadlincote Urban Area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect of 
encouraging growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site. 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? 

- The site is greenfield and will not regenerate existing built up areas. 
- The contribution this site could make in respect of urban design, is likely to be determined by the detailed 

layout, design and construction put forward by developers.  No information regarding these issues has 
been submitted by the site promoters.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally, or locally produced construction materials, such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site is greenfield and there is no potential to reuse waste materials on site during the construction 
phase.   

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development.  - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites, although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management, such as composting 
bins, or space beyond standard requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1, SD2 and SD3 
and SD5 of the 
emerging Part 1 local 
Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals, including sand 
and gravel? 

- There is no potential to reuse demolition waste onsite, although the use of materials used overall could 
be reduced through the adoption of site waste management plans. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site, to ensure that the use is below what 
is required by part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge, although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design.  
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally, during site development and use, although 
given the scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to a slight temporary increase in noise levels locally during site 
development, although post development noise generation would be consistent with nearby land uses. 

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is greenfield 
- Site is likely to be Grade 3 good to moderate agricultural land. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

-  The site lies within Flood Zone 1. 
- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site. 

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? 

- New development would be required to conform to existing requirements to retain runoff rates at 
greenfield field levels.   

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- The site is located within 800m of an hourly bus service. The site is located is within 1200m of a library 
service, but more than 1200m from a post office and convenience store 

- The site is located within 2.1km of Granville Sports College.  
- Site is within 2km of the nearest major employment site. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation, 

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- There are no HERS on the site. 
- There are no nearby listed buildings or conservation areas. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- Development could improve access to the National Forest which is an important cultural and leisure 
resource within the District. 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is wholly greenfield. 
- Inclusion of 

landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- Area is located in an area of secondary sensitivity according to the County Council’s Areas of multiple 
environment sensitivity. 

- The site is located within the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfield area.  
- The site is well connected to the urban area of Woodville, however it is not contained by urban form, and 

development would expand into the open 
Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contained by development to the west, hedgerows to the north, east and south. 
- Hedgerows, trees or other landscape elements could contribute towards integrating new development into 

the landscape. 
- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision.  
- Uncertain effect identified due to the lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout. 
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S0292:Montracon, Woodville
Description: 

The site is 1.4miles from Swadlincote Town Centre and 
5.7miles km from Burton Town Centre. 

The site extends some 5.08 hectares and contains 
substantial manufacturing buildings.  

Sustainability Appraisal 
Objective Detailed considerations Yes/No Comments Notes on site 

based mitigation 

To avoid damage to 
designated sites and 
species (including UK and 
Local BAP Priority Habitat 
and Species) and enhance 
biodiversity and 
geodiversity across the 
District 

Will it conserve and enhance 
internationally nationally important 
wildlife sites? 

- Site is not located within 1km of a statutory site and would not affect the integrity of any Site of Special 
Scientific Interest or Special Area of Conservation. 

- Retention of existing 
habitats and 
protection of habitats 
and species 
including hedgerows 
and trees wherever 
possible in 
accordance with 
BNE3. 

Will it conserve and enhance 
locally important (non-statutory 
wildlife sites)? 

- The closest site of local importance for nature conservation (County Wildlife Site) is located within 300m of 
SD026 Woodville Disused Railway. 

Could development affect 
protected species or BAP priority 
species? 

- There are no recording of BAP or Protected species within 100m of the site. 

Will it provide tree planting or other 
habitat creation on site including 
National Forest Planting (where 
relevant)? 

- No information held. The developer has not provided the Council with a site master plan or any additional 
evidence to indicate whether the site will include the creation of new habitats or tree planting.  

- 20% of the site could need to be passed over to tree planting and landscaping given the sites National 
Forest location. 

Will it protect sites of geological 
importance? - There are no regionally important geological sites within this are or within 1km of the site. 

To provide decent and 
affordable homes that 
meet local needs 

Will it reduce the number of 
households waiting for 
accommodation? 

- Site could contribute towards the delivery of affordable housing to meet local needs. 

- Ensure policies 
support the delivery 
of appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes in 
accordance with H19 
and H20 

Will it increase the range and 
affordability of housing for all social 
groups? 

- No data has been submitted by site promoters in respect if likely mix proposed on site, although the scale 
of the scheme and given local plan requirements development would be expected to make provision for 
affordable housing subject to viability and will be likely to deliver a range of house sizes.  

Will it improve the suitability of new 
homes for older and/disabled 
groups?

- Development would make an uncertain contribution towards delivering homes for older and/or disabled 
people.  No information is currently held. 

Will it provide sufficient housing to 
meet existing and future need? 

- The site could contribute to overall housing need in combination with other developments in South 
Derbyshire and could be deliverable within the plan period. 

Will it reduce the number of unfit or 
empty homes? - Site will not bring empty homes back into use or improve unfit homes. 

Will it meet the needs of travelling 
show people? - Site would be unlikely to include provision for travelling communities. 
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To improve the health and 
well-being of the 
population 

Will it improve people’s health 
or wellbeing? 

- Site could make a contribution towards improving open space and leisure provision on site and within 
1200m of the site, including through National Forest tree planting.  

- Ensure new 
development 
conforms with 
policy INF9 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it improve accessibility too 
healthcare for existing 
residents and provide 
additional facilities for new 
residents? 

- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of healthcare facilities within 3km of 
the site. The nearest GP is located within Woodville (Woodville Surgery) 1.1km from the site. 

Will it promote healthy 
lifestyles? 

- There in no centre within Woodville, however the site is within 800m of a convince store, library, Post 
office a primary school and a sports pitch.  

To improve community 
safety and reduce crime 
and fear of crime 

Will it reduce crime and fear of 
crime? 

- Impacts would be uncertain and would be largely determined by detailed design and layout of 
development 

- There are no identified impacts from site development in respect of this issue.  
- Ensure that 

development 
reflects policy 
BNE1 and INF2 Will it reduce the number of 

people involved in accidents? - Impact unknown 

To improve educational 
achievement and improve 
the District’s skills base 

Will it improve educational 
attainment amongst young 
people? 

- The nearest secondary school is Granville Sports College which has spare capacity with 558 pupils 
attending the school with a capacity of 830. 

- Woodville C of E Junior School has some spare capacity with 283 pupils attending the school with a 
capacity of 316.  

- Continue liaising will 
local Schools and 
LEA to establish 
impact. 

- Ensure development 
reflects 
requirements of 
Policy INF6 of the 
Plan.   

Will it reduce the number of 
working age residents who 
have no or lower level 
qualifications? 

- Development will provide employment during the planning and construction stages which may assist those 
working on the project in acquiring new skills and qualifications. 

To promote social 
inclusion and reduce 
inequalities associated 
with deprivation across the 
District 

Will it narrow the inequality 
gap between the richest and 
poorest in the District 

- New housing would provide opportunity to deliver new housing in this area most likely at around 30% on 
sites over 15 dwellings subject to wider viability issues. 

- There is an identified need for affordable housing in this area.  

- Ensure policies 
support the 
delivery of 
appropriate mix 
and tenure of new 
homes consistent 
with policy H19 and 
H20 

To improve local 
accessibility to healthcare, 
education, employment, 
food shopping facilities, 
and recreational resources 
(including open spaces 
and sports facilities) and 
promote healthy and 
sustainable travel or non- 
travel choices 

Will it make access easier for 
those households who do not 
have a car? 

- The site would be within 400m of an hourly bus service. 
- There are some local facilities (including a primary school, doctors, convenience store, post office, public 

house and library) 
- There is a metalled footpath immediately adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the 

surrounding area.  - Ensure 
Development 
reflects policy INF2 
Sustainable 
Transport.

Will it help deliver new or 
protect existing local services 
and facilities and promote the 
provision of new facilities and 
public transport provision? 

- Development would make some contribution towards the provision of education, open space and sport 
provision and healthcare, Development of this scale is unlikely to deliver improved public transport 
provision but could help sustain existing services. 

- No information regarding site services or facilities has been provided in respect of this site by promoters. 

To make best use of 
existing infrastructure and 
reduce the need to travel 
and increase opportunities 
for non-car travel (public 
transport walking and 
cycling) 

Will it minimise the impact of 
traffic congestion on the 
strategic and local road 
network? 

- It is not known what impact development would have on traffic congestion.  This would need to be the 
subject of a Transport Assessment.  

- Requirements for 
Green Travel 
Plans, or other 
measures to 
secure non-car 
travel. 

Will it increase the proportion 
of journeys using modes other 
than cars? 

- Site will be within 400m of an hourly bus service 
- There are is a metalled footpaths immediately adjacent to the site which could connect the site to the 

surrounding area. 
- There are no established off-road cycle routes adjacent to this site. 

Will it make the best use of 
other infrastructure? 

- Development of this site would be served by Stanton Waste Water Treatment Works which is nearing 
capacity  

- There are no known electricity or water supply constraints 
- The area is part of a commercial roll out of fibre broadband.  
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To achieve stable and 
sustainable levels of 
economic growth and 
maintain economic 
competitiveness 

Will it encourage the 
creation of new businesses 
or existing businesses to 
grow? 

- Could provide limits support to the construction industry and other businesses involved in marketing and 
selling new homes locally during site build out. Would have mess significant benefits following site build 
out.  

- Inclusion of general 
rural diversification 
policy in the Part 2 
Local Plan

Will it reduce 
unemployment rates and 
disparities across the 
district? 

- Development would support the creation of construction based jobs on a temporary basis. 

Will it improve average 
incomes in the District? - Development will have an uncertain effect and would be dependent upon the type of housing delivered. 

To diversify and strengthen 
local urban and rural  
economies 

Will it encourage economic 
diversification? 

- Development would contribute towards increasing construction jobs locally (albeit on a temporary basis) 
and would create or support additional, or existing jobs related to finance, legal services and property 
services. 

- Inclusion of 
appropriate policies 
in part 1 Local Plan 
(Employment)  and 
Part 2 Local Plan 
(Retail) to 
encourage/sustain/pr
otect existing 
employment sites 
and premises 

Will it ensure the provision 
of an adequate supply of 
employment land and 
protect existing viable 
employment sites? 

- Provision of new housing sites could help reduce employment land losses, by ensuring sufficient housing 
supply (indirect effect). 

Will it help support and 
encourage the growth of 
the Rural Economy? 

- Further housing growth within the Swadlincote area is unlikely to have any tangible effect in respect 
encouraging the growth of the rural economy. 

To enhance the vitality and 
viability of existing town and 
village centres  

Will it improve existing 
shopping facilities? - Site is likely to be too small to deliver additional shops or services within the site 

- Ensure good 
connectivity to the 
centre. 

To improve the quality of 
new development and the 
existing built environment 

Will it improve the quality 
of new development? - The site is previously developed and development of the site would regenerate the area. 

- Ensure development 
conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan. 

Will it provide potential to 
use locally available 
natural resources and 
materials? 

- Development could support the use of locally produced and won materials including aggregate won 
locally or locally produced construction materials such as bricks or tiles. 

To minimise waste and 
increase the reuse and 
recycling of waste materials 

Will it lead to the reduce 
consumption of materials? 

- The site is brownfield and there is hard standing and buildings on the site which could be used during the 
construction phase.  

- New development would lead to a general increase in waste generation during construction and 
operation phases of development - Ensure development 

conform to emerging 
Policy BNE1 of the 
Part 1 Local Plan.   

Will it increase waste 
recovery and recycling? 

- New development could support improvements to waste recovery and recycling through the provision of 
appropriate storage for bins and bring sites although this is uncertain. (There is no site master plan or 
layout provided by site promoters).  

Will it reduce the 
proportion of waste sent to 
landfill? 

- It is unclear whether there is potential to accommodate on site waste management such as composting 
bins, or space beyond stand requirements to accommodate all of the Districts recycling bins and 
receptacles.  

To promote sustainable 
forms of construction and 
sustainable use of natural 
resources 

Will it promote the 
implementation of 
sustainable construction 
techniques? 

- It is unclear whether the development would contribute to the delivery of sustainable construction 
techniques beyond minimum standards set out in the building regulations. 

- Development would 
need to reflect Policy 
SD1 SD2, SD3 and 
SD5 of the emerging 
Part 1 Local Plan 

Will it help reduce the need 
for land won primary 
minerals including sand 
and gravel? 

- The site is brownfield and there is hard standing and buildings on the site which could be used during the 
construction phase. 

Will it help ensure water 
resources are used 
efficiently? 

- There may be potential to secure water efficiency measures on site to ensure use below that required by 
part G of the building regulations.  

- Potential for inclusion of SUDS which could contribute towards ground water recharge although this 
would be dependent on site geology and SUDS design. 
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To reduce water, light, air 
and noise pollution 

Will it reduce water 
pollution? 

It is unclear whether water quality benefits will be delivered due to lack of detail about design of the scheme. 
- Nitrate Vulnerable Zone = Yes 
- Ground Water Protection Zone = No - Ensure 

development fully 
conforms with 
policies SD1, SD2 
and SD3 of the 
emerging part 1 
local plan. 

Will it reduce light pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased illumination locally during site development although given the 
scale and nature of development impacts are unlikely to be significant.  

Will it improve air quality - Development is unlikely to have any notable air quality impacts in this area. 

Will it reduce noise pollution? - Development is likely to lead to increased noise levels locally during site development although post 
development noise generation would be consistent with surrounding land uses.  

To minimise the 
irreversible loss of 
undeveloped (greenfield) 
land 

Will it reduce the loss of 
agricultural land to new 
development 

- Site is brownfield. -  None identified. 

To reduce and manage 
flood risk and surface 
water run-off 

Will it reduce the impacts of 
flood risk? 

-  Site is in Flood Zone 1. 
- There is no indication of surface water flooding on the site on the majority of the site. There is a small 

area less susceptible of surface water flooding within the north of the site.  

- Inclusion of SUDS 
policy in the Plan 
in accordance 
with policy 
SD2/SD3 of the 
Part 1 Plan 

Will it reduce unmitigated 
release surface water runoff? - Redevelopment of brownfield land would normally be expected to result in a reduction in runoff rates, 

To reduce and manage 
the impacts of climate 
change and the District’s 
contribution towards the 
causes 

Will it reduce the causes of 
climate change? 

- Site is within 400m of an hourly bus service, within 800m of a post office, primary school, post office and 
within 1200m of a library. The nearest major employment site lies within 1 km. 

- Appropriate 
transport policy 
(INF2) to be 
included in the plan 
to maximise travel 
choice. 

Will it provide opportunity for 
additional renewable energy 
generation in the District? 

- New development could support on site renewable or low carbon energy generation. 

To conserve and enhance 
the historic environment, 
heritage assets and their 
settings 

Will it protect and enhance 
the setting of historic cultural, 
architectural and 
archaeological features in 
the District? 

- The site would not affect any listed building or conservation area. 
- Hers292 is located within the site  

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2, INF6 and 
INF7 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To improve access to the 
cultural heritage of the 
District for enjoyment and 
educational purposes 

Will it improve access to the 
public and understanding of 
the District’s historic and 
cultural features? 

- New development in this area could connect to the National Forest which is an increasingly important 
cultural and leisure resource within the District 

- Ensure policy 
reflects policy 
BNE2 of the Part 1 
Local Plan. 

To conserve and enhance 
the District’s landscape 
and townscape character 

Will it reduce the amount of 
derelict and degraded land 
within the District? 

- Site is brownfield 

-  Inclusion of 
landscape 
character policy 
(BNE4) of the part 
1 local plan will 
help ensure key 
valued landscape 
components are 
retained.    

Does it respect and protect 
existing landscape 
Character? 

- The site is located within the lower sensitivity according to the County Councils Area of Multiple 
Environmental Sensitivity  

- The site is located within the Leicestershire and South Derbyshire Coalfield Landscape Character Area. 

Will it protect and create 
open spaces, landscape 
features, woodlands, hedges 
and ponds 

- The site is contains by existing development to the east and north, hedgerows and existing development 
to the west and hedgerows to the south. 

- Hedgerows, trees or other landscaping elements could contribute towards integrating new development 
into the landscaping. 

- The land parcel could contribute towards green infrastructure provision 
- Uncertain effect identified due to lack of information held regarding potential site design and layout.   
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